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Summary of the .Specialists' Meeting
on Thermal Stratification in Sodium

Grenoble, France
18-21 October 1982

Introduction

The Specialists' Meeting on "Thermal Stratification in Sodium" was held
in Grenoble Nuclear Research Center, under the auspices of the CEA of France,
on 18-21 October 1982. The meeting was sponsored by the International Atomic
Energy Agency on the recommendation of the International Working Group on Fast
Reactors. It was presided over by Dr. J. Costa of France and was attended by
24 participants from the Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Japan,
the Netherlands, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom and
two international organizations, CEC and IAEA.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss and exchange views on thermal
stratification existing in sodium of the main vessel, secondary circuits and
large components of LMFBRs under various operating conditions. The. meeting
was divided into four sessions as follows:

1. National Position Presentations
2. Fundamental Studies
3. Computer Codes
4. Applied Studies

During the meeting papers were presented by the participants on behalf of
their countries or organizations. Each presentation was followed by an open
discussion in the subject covered by the presentation. After the. formal
sessions were completed, a final discussion session was held and general
conclusions were reached by consensus. A visit to the Super-Phenix LMFBR
Plant: and a tour of facilities of the Grenoble Research Center were organized
for the participants of the meeting. Session summaries, general conclusions,
agenda of the meeting and the list of participants are given below.

I. Summary of the Session on National Presentations (Chaiman - J. Costa)

Presentations were given by Mr. R. Reinders for the Federal Republic of
Germany, Mr. D. Grand for France, Mr. J. Davidson for the UK, Mr. T. Aoki for
Japan, Mr. J. Tulp for the Netherlands and Mr. A. Rinejskij for the USSR.

The presentations were illustrated by examples of stratification
problems, [observed experimentally or on a reactor (3N 600)]. They emphasized
the practical importance of Thermal Stratification in Sodium, the subject of
the meeting.

Stratification problems are encountered under various operating
conditions and several parts of the reactor,,namely:

- upper plenum after a reactor scram
- intermediate plenum
- cold plenum
- pipes
- compenents (IIIX)
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The basic characteristic of all the above is that horizontal layers of
sodium at different temperatures are formed when buoyancy forces are important.

The problem for the designers is to know under what conditions
stratification can occur, the values of the temperature gradients, and how to
accomodate resulting effects.

In most countries,, the problems are studied with some or all of the
following tools, namely:

1. Experiments in reduced-scale models, using simulant fluids such as
water (hot/cold or brine/water to produce the density differences).
These simulant fluid tests give physical insight into the processes
occuring and yield at least qualitative, and hopefully quantitative,
information.

2. Numerical codes, based on simple analyses or more elaborate computer
programs solving the general form of the Navier Stokes and energy
equations.

3. Sodium tests for more direct predictions of the reactor cases or to
validate computer codes.

From the presentations; it appeared that thermal stratification in sodium
is an active topic in countries involved in the development of LMFBRs.

II. Summary of the Session on Fundamental Studies
(Chairmen - R. Reinders, J.H. Tulp)

This session covered a wide range of studies and many details on theory
and application of stratification problems were presented. Numerical and
experimental investigations were applied to stratified flow phenomena in plena
of LMFER, IHX, cavities and pipes. Problems of free and mixed convection were
involved. Because of the variety of the different subjects it is difficult to
draw general conclusions. But some points in several presentations were in
agreement:

- simple turbulence models in most cases fulfilled the requirements of
accuracy, as was shown by parameter studies. Chiefly used was the
model of constant eddy diffusivity and viscosity;

- numerical and experimental results were generally in good agreement;

- there are advances in the development of three-dimensional thermal
hydraulics codes.

To give a better understanding of the global effects of buoyancy in
outlet plena and channel flow an analytical and an integrated method were
applied.

For future work it seems necessary to develop the knowledge of turbulence
in sodium to show the limits of the application of the simple turbulence
models.



The presentations showed also that the "fundamental studies" are closely
connected with design oriented work, computer codes and applied investigations.

It seems that the basic processes of stratification are well understood
but the transfer to practical problems is still very difficult. Many studies
are carried out, but a lot of work has to be done.

III. Summary of the Session on Computer Codes
(Chairmen - T. Aoki, A. Rinejskij)

Three papers were presented in this session—one from Japan and two from
France.

The Japanese approach in the field of thermal stratification considers a
computer code as a tool for the evaluation of the MONJU design. Thermal
hydraulic analysis codes are validated in the experiments in water and sodium
models. The codes are standard two-dimensional or three-dimensional finite
difference codes with simple turbulence models such as ( £ M > £ H ) o r

(K -£)•

In the French work on the horizontal stratified shear flow in water, a
classical K - £. model gave good results in the stable condition.

In the unstable situation, however, an algebraic-stress model (or
improved K - £. model) resulted in a better prediction of the mixing.
Concerning pipe flow a two equation turbulence model has been found to be
necessary to represent mixing in a vertical section following a horizontal
pipe.

A two-dimensional code for turbulent stratified flows has been developed
and applied to the design of the French 1500 MW LMFBR. This code has been
extensively validated in large-scale sodium experiments involving a
rectangular cavity.

The code, which uses the finite-volume method and standard k - £.
turbulence model, has been successfully applied to the thermal-hydraulic
evaluation in different regions of reactor with complex geometries.

Computer codes have proved to be a good tool in understanding the thermal
stratification phenomenon. The degree of sophistification in the modeling
depends upon the needs and the cost.

Most of the thermal stratification problems encountered in the LMFBR
design application give rise to a stable situation where the axial temperature
gradient in the sodium produces an adverse effect on the structure, as
indicated in the discussion in Session II.

IV. Summary of the Session on Applied Studies
(Chairmen - J. Davidson, E. Gesi)

This session covered the application of computer codes and experimental
studies to the prediction of temperature and velocity fields in actual reactor
systems. Both steady state and transient situations are capable of being
handled. There are in existence codes capable of dealing with the full
three-dimensional geometry of actual reactor systems, but these would appear
to be at a preliminary stage of
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elther development or validation. The bulk of the presentations were
therefore concerned with two-dimensional representations of various components
of the reactor systems.

Calculations were presented for the hot plena of the following reactors:
(a) Super-Phenix II; (b) SNR-300; (c) MONJU; (d) CDFR. Steady state and
transient investigations, under scram condition^, were given for each reactor
system, the presentations indicating that thermal stratification is to be
expected in all system's. The degree of stratification and its implications
vary from system to system. Further calculations dealing with stratification
phenomena in the secondary circuit pipework of Super-Phenix II were also given.

In a number of cases experimental data were compared with the computer
predictions. Taking into account the fact that the predictions dealt with
two-dimensional representations of complex geometries, agreement between the
test data and theoretical prediction was good. The transient response of
systems, and the appearance of thermal stratification were adequately
predicted.

A presentation dealt with the appearance of stratification phenomena in
the BN-600 system associated primarily with the variation in temperature
across the core and radial blanket of the system at part load conditions.

A film presentation dealing with thermal hydraulic phenomena in
Super-Phenix was given and illustrated in a very graphic manner the onset of
stratification phenomena.

From the presentations, it was apparent that though the turbulence models
used in the codes were giving adequate predictions of stratification
phenomena, further developments in turbulence modeling would be rewarding.

V. General Conclusions

Safe, reliable and economic design of fast breeder reactors requires more
and more accurate predictions of thermal hydraulic phenomena and their
interactions with the structures. An understanding of thermal stratification
is an essential aspect of this problem.

Different situations discussed at the meeting could be summarized by few
typical configurations (Fig. 1). In all cases at least two sequences can be
distinguished:

1. The initial formation of the stratification, which depends upon
the following parameters:

- geometrical configurations and initial flow of fluid;

- relative importance of invertial and buoyant forces measured
by the instantaneous Richardson number. This point needs
particular studies (mock-up or code) for each case-

2. The development of the stratified layer. It results from the
equilibrium between convective and diffusive effects. In this
field more universal conclusions can be drawn from simple basic,
experiments.
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The participants of the meeting believe that the development of the
turbulence model is one of the main tasks which will require a
significant amount of effort in the near future. It was also agreed that
the prediction of stratification in complex geometries is an additional
justification for the development of three dimensional codes.
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AGENDA OF THE MEETING

SESSION I - NATIONAL POSITION PAPERS

(1) R. REINDERS (FRG)

"Overview of stratification studies in Federal Republic of Germany"

(2) D. GRAND (F)

"Overview of stratification studies in France"

(3) J. DAVIDSON (U.K.)

"Overview of stratification studies in the United Kingdom"

(4) T. AOKI (J)

"Thermal stratification test in Japan"

(5) J.H. TULP (N)

"Overview of the Dutch position on various aspects of thermal

stratification in sodium".

(6) A.A. RINEJSKIJ (USSR)

"Overview of stratification studies in Union of Soviet Socialist Republics".

SESSION II - FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES

(7) "Stratification in sodium pipe"

M. Lauhoff, Stehle, Dueweke, Friedel, Seyffarth (FRG).

(8) "Transient mixed convection in a cavity. Comparison between water and

sodium"

J. Garnier (F)

(9) "Buoyancy phenomena in tube bundles and plena of liquid sodium heat

exchangers of LMFBR's"

J. Tulp - W. Zijl (N)
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(10) "Predictions of the effect of stratification on superimposed forced

and free convection between vertical parallel plates for various

boundary conditions"

G.H. Cowan (U.K.).

(11) "Experimental study on thermal stratification"

T. Aoki et al. (J).

(12) "Studies of flow stratification in the hot plenum of an LMFBR"

P. Jones (U.K.).

(13) "Hydrodynamics of Nuclear Power Plant mixing chambers"

Opanasseiiko A.N. and Shangin N.N. (USSR).

SESSION III - COMPUTER CODES

(14) Thermal stratification study for the Monju upper plenum - Code
development and comparison with sodium'experiment

T. Aoki et M. Ozawa (J)

(15) "Numerical modelling of steady and unsteady stratified flows. Basic

study of turbulence modelling and comparison with water experiments"

P.L. Viollet (F).

(16) "Numerical modelling of stratified flows - Application to reactor

studies"

M. Villand, D. Grand (F).

SESSION IV - APPLIED STUDIES

(17) "Prediction of steady and transient f lov^s, and temperature fields

in the hot plenum of an LMFBR",

G. Hulme (U.K.).

(18) "Stratification in SNR - 300 outlet plenum",

A. Beneman, Bode, Hansen, R. Reinders (FRG).
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(19) "The use of water scale models and numerical models for plenum

and pipe LMFBR applied studies",

P.L. Viollet (F).

(20) "Applied studies for the reactor vessel upper plenum design of MONJU",

K. Okada (J).

(21) "Thermal stratification of sodium in the BN600 Reactor"

Obmelukhin J.A., Obukhov P.I., Rinejskij A.A., Sobdev V.A. Sherbakov S.1(USS*

(22) Film : "Thermal hydraulics in Superphenix",

R. Vidil (F).

Discussion

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
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R. Reinders

Overview of stratification studies in FRG

The investigations of stratification phenomena in the field of

LMFBR depend strongly on the design of the reactor. In Germany

we are in a transition phase between SNR-300 and SNR-2. In the

last years most activities have been concentrated on investiga-

tions of stratification in the upper plenum of SNR-300. In connec-

tion with the planning phase of SNR-2 investigations of stratifi-

cation in pipes of large diameter have been started too.

In Germany studies on stratification are carried out for plena

and pipes by means of theoretical and experimental investigations.

Experimental results for plena are based on water models whilst for

research on stratification in large pipes sodium is used.

1. Plena

The LMFBR SNR-300 is a loop reactor with three symmetricaly

arranged outlet nozzles and three inlet pipes. The outlet ple-

num consists of three main regions:

- hot (inner) outlet plenum bounded by the shield vessel, core

and dip plate

- inner annulus bounded by shield vessel and core barrel

- outer annulus situated between main vessel and shield vessel.

It contains inlet pipes and outlet nozzles. Also 6 emergency

coolers are situated in this area.

A very important role for the flow pattern and temperature distri-

bution in the outlet plenum play the 24 emergency cooling holes

which are situated in the shield vessel at top of fuel element position.

-n



2. Scrams

For a normal scram of the SNR-3OO temperature and flow are reduced

simultaneously. After shut down of the reactor power decreases faster

than flow which causes also a decrease of the averaged core outlet

temperature (^80 K). By means of a post scram control, (to shield

structures against thermal shocks) flow rates are reduced to give an

increase of core outlet temperature after some 10 s. The minimum tempe-

rature reaches the head of the fuel elements at some 30 s. The post

scram control provides a core outlet temperature of 500° C.

Because of the input of cold sodium into the inner outlet plenum during

a scram a pressure difference to the outer annular space is build up.

So an increase of flow rates through the emergency cooling holes results.

3. Buoyancy effects

This scram concept gives stratification in the inner outlet plenum,

as can be seen by the developement of the Archimedes Number Ar. This

dimensionless number represents the relation between potential energy

(buoyancy forces) and kinetic energy. Whilst a scram after 10 s the

Archimedes Number has already a value of 35; Ar increases up to 1000

at 500 s. For this reason stratification in the inner outlet plenum will

occur. Kinetic energy is not sufficient to give a turbulent mixing of the

entraining cold sodium with the sodium of the plenum. Only in the first

seconds after scram large eddies in the inner outlet plenum give some

mixing. This behavior is the basis for the strategy of the numerical

treatment of the temperature and flow distribution in the outlet plenum

of the SNR-300.

4. Numerical analysis

For the structural analysis of the reactor tank and its components

knowledge of the temperature distribution is essential. To carry out

the calculations three different computer codes are applied :

- TIRE

- MIX

- INK02T



The code TIRE is used for analysis of long time behavior of those regions

of the reactor tank which are in contact with sodium. This code is based on

the assumption of stratification in the outlet plenum. So it

only can be applied for the time of about 30 s after beginning

of a scram/ when stratification is already build up. As buoyancy

driven flows through the emergency cooling holes in the shield

vessel become important, it's not necessary to solve the com-

plete Navier Stokes Equations. Chiefly two forces are in equi-

librium: geodatic pressure and pressure drop over the shield

vessel.

These simplifications permit an easy treatment for long time

calculations of transients of the SNR 300. That these approxi-

mations fit the requirements of accuracy, can be shown by

"exact" solution of Navier Stokes and Energy Equations by means

of 2d or 3d numerical analysis.

In the licensing procedure beside the code TIRE the code MIX

is used for short term calculations of the inner outlet ple-

num and to validate the assumption of stratification for TIRE.

For problems which cannot be treated by MIX the more flexible

code INKO2T is applied.

The computer code MIX solves the equations of continuity, mo-

mentum and energy by means of the concept of stream- and

voricity-function in 2d cylindrical coordinates. The integration

is done implicitly. The topology is restricted only to the inner

outlet plenum. Calculations of scrams show stratification in the

outlet plenum of the SNR 300 after some 30 s. The code was deve-

loped and validated by ANL.

If the topology is more complicated, e.g. obstacles, shape of

the boundary, temperature in structures, etc., the code INKO2T

is used. INKO2T solves also continuty, momentum and energy equa-

tions for 2d cylindrical coordinates, but by means of primitive

variables. So in all cases where MIX does not suffice INKO2T is

applied (esp. short time calculations). With this program the



complete outlet plenum can be mapped with inner and outer

annular space, shield vessel including emergency cooling holes,

etc.

5. Summary of the treatment of T & H in the outlet pienum

To calculate the temperature distribution and the flow pattern

for the steady state and the beginning of a scram for the SNR-300

the codes MIX and INK02T are used. The application of these time

consuming codes is necessary as the flow pattern is very complex

incl. recirculating flows. From the point of time when stratifi-

cation has occured the simplified code TIRE is used for the long

time calculations of a scram.

To validate the codes mock up experiments with water models are

carried out. The results show that the strategy of numerical

treatment of scrams at the SNR-300 is admissible.



6. Pipes;

There are a lot of possibilities to initiate stratification in

pipes:

- mixing of mass flows with different temperatures

- temperature transients in connection with low mass flows

transition from vertical to horizontal pipes

In collaboration with our French partner CEA Interatom started

a test programme in the APB-loop in order to investigate stra-

tification of the type 1. This common action consists on two

sections. Just now the second phase of experiments have been

finished. Relative to the first phase the experimental arrange-

ment has been changed. The evaluation and a number of recalcu-

lations will follow.

It is intended to go on with investigations of stratification.

A new program is going to be defined. Essential points of

further investigations will be other geometries and other

types of initialization of stratifications. It is to be asked

for the propagation of stratification in pipes in the case of

a transition from horizontal pipe to vertical and horizontal

again or the change of temperature and velocity profiles

after a horizontal bend. Furthermore simple methods should be

found to determine thermal loads of a pipe system generated

by stratification.

In addition the 3d-computer program has to be improved, espe-

cially the description of the pipe wall, the obstacles and vari-

able inflow conditions.

7. Final remark

It has to be mentioned that investigations of stratification

in plena is getting more importance in the case of building a

pool reactor. In Germany it has not been decided yet whether the

SNR-2 will be a loop- or a pool-reactor. The decision is expec-

ted in 1984.
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OVERVIEW OF STRATIFICATION STUDIES

IN FRANCE

D. GRAND

CEA - Service des Transferts Thermiques -Grenoble

To be presented to : IAEA Specialist's Meeting on

Thermal Stratification in Sodium

Grenoble, France, October 18-21, 1982

SUMMARY :

We present hereafter the efforts undertaken in France (mainly

in CEA, Service des Transferts Thermiques and in EDF, Laboratoire National

d'Hydraulique) to study thermal stratifications in large sodium pools of

LMFBR. The paper covers the following aspects :

- Characteristics of thermal stratification which are important

for the design<

- Risks of occurence of stratifications in different parts of the

reactor. Classification of these risks with the aid of non

dimensional parametersj

- Presentation of the different methods used for the investigation

of thermal stratifications :

- small scale models using simulant fluid.

- numerical models;

- sodium tests,

- Illustration of the methods in the determination of the charac-

teristics of stratifications ;

. basic studies,

. applied studies in plena and pipes.



INTRODUCTION

. WHEN A FLUID IS STRATIFIED ?
- SIGNIFICANT INFLUENCE OF BUOYANCY FORCE ASSOCIATED TO DENSITY

VARIATIONS
- STABLE STRATIFICATION :

. HORIZONTAL LAYERS OF DENSITY DECREASING WITH HE:IGHT,

. WEAK UPWARD MOTION
- UNSTABLE STRATIFICATION :

. LIGHTER FLUID AT THE BOTTOM
, STRONG UPWARD MOTION
, GOOD MIXING

STABLE STRATIFICATION IS THE MOST PENALIZING FOR MECHANICAL STUDIES
- MEAN TEMPERATURE GRADIENT

, POSITION
. INTENSITY
, EVOLUTION WITH TIME

- TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS IN THE STRATIFIED LAYERS,



OCCURENCE OF STRATIFICATIONS IN A LMFBR

HOT PLENUM :

, UPPER PART : UNDER TRANSIENT CONDITIONS

(COLD SHOCK AT THE CORE'S OUTLET)

CQS : - FLOW IN IHX
- CORE UPPER STRUCTURE
- INNER VESSEL

, LOWER PART : UNDER STEADY STATE DUE TO HEAT SINK ASSOCIATED WITH
BY-PASS FLOW OF THE CORE
CQS : - INNER VESSEL

COLD PLENUM :

. TRANSIENT ASSOCIATED TO IHX OUTLET TEMPERATURE

PIPES :

. SECONDARY CIRCUITS : TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS AT THE OUTLET
OF IHX OR SG, UNDER LOW FLOW CONDITIONS

, DECAY HEAT REMOVAL CIRCUITS.



CRITERIA FOR STRATIFICATION

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

1. IHX SHELL SIDE

2. COLD PLENUM Q

3. HOT PLENUM Qk
N

l\, HOT PLENUM QN/2

5, PHENIX-COLD PLENUM QN

6, LOWER PART OF HOT PLENUM

7, HOT PLENUM-DECAY HEAT RE-
MOVAL

8, INTERNAL BAFFLE
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INVESTIGATION METHODS

SMALL SCALE MODELS USING SIMULANT FLUIDS
NUMERICAL MODELS
SODIUM TESTS

1. SMALL SCALE MODELS

. WATER MODEL IN WHICH HEAT DIFFUSION IN SODIUM IS REPLACED BY
HEAT DIFFUSION OR SALT DIFFUSION IN WATER

. GEOMETRICAL SIMULARITY

. VISUALISATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS
, APPROXIMATE PHYSICAL SIMILARITY :

. FR NUMBER RESPECTED

. RE AND PE CAN NOT BE RESPECTED SIMULTANEOUSLY (PRJ\JA t Pf?H9(



2. NUMERICAL MODELS

, SOLUTION OF NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS IN A 2D OR 3D REPRESENTATION,
SIMULATION OF TURBULENCE BY PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELS

, PHYSICAL SIMILARITY (OVERALL PARAMETERS)
. APPROXIMATE GEOMETRICAL SIMILARITY

(DESCRIPTION OF THE BOUNDARIES)
, QUALIFICATION OF TURBULENCE MODEL IS NEEDED

(SPECIALLY FOR BUOYANCY INFLUENCED FLOWS)
. NUMERICAL DIFFUSION
. TOOLS FOR EXTRAPOLATION TO REACTOR CONDITIONS USED IN COMPLEMENT
TO THE PHYSICAL MODELS,



3, SODIUM TESTS

CLOSE REPRESENTATION OF BOTH GEOMETRICAL AND PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
(WITH A REDUCED SCALE HOWEVER)

TWO TYPES OF EXPERIMENTS
. PROTOTYPIC EXPERIMENT :

REPRESENT A COMPONENT OF THE REACTOR
DIRECT ANSWER, REFERENCE FOR THE OTHER METHODS

• BASIC EXPERIMENTS
ISOLATE ONE PHENOMENA IN AN IDEALIZED
GEOMETRY - (PHYSICAL MODELING)

FACILITIES

NAF NAC : INSTRUMENTAL FACILITY FOR THERMOHYDRAULIC STUDIES :
2 INDEPENDANT SODIUM LOOPS

DIFFERENT TEST SECTIONS :

- SUPERCAVNA : STRATIFIED FLOW IN A RECTANGULAR CAVITY,

(TRANSIENTS, STEADY STATES)

- TANAGRA : STRATIFICATION IN THE HOT PLENUM (UNDER
DECAY HEAT REMOVAL CONDITIONS)

- NAJET : STRATIFICATION IN PIPES



- N(\C SODIUM LOOP

0,0 -



USE OF TRE METHODS

BASIC STUDIES :

MIXING OF TWO LAYERS OF DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

To
• AT

To

; "

"

(WATER TESTS. CHATOX)
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APPLIED STUDIES

. STRATIFICATION IN THE UPPER PART OF THE HOT PLENUM UNDER TRANSIENT
CONDITIONS

. STRATIFICATION IN THE LOWER PART OF THE HOT PLENUM

. STRATIFICATION IN PIPES.
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1. Introduction

In any system employing liquid sodium as a coolant, large heat
transfer coefficients exist between the metal structure
containing the coolant, and the coolant itself. Any rapidly
varying temperatures, either spacewise or timewise, in the
sodium are readily transmitted to the surrounding metal structure,
resulting in the generation of appreciable thermal stresses
within these structures. In particular, the phenomenon of thermal
stratification in the sodium coolant has the potential to induce
unacceptable thermal stresses throughout the system.

With respect to the present U.K. fast reactor design, a large
programme of work in connection with the thermal hydraulic aspects
of the plant is in hand. This programme is being undertaken as a
joint effort by the National Nuclear Corporation, the United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, and the Central Electricity
Generating Board. Work is in progress both to identify the areas
of the system that will be susceptible to, and to ensure that the
design is capable of successfully withstanding any thermal
stratification effects. The production of stratification
phenomena depends both upon the design and the operation of the
reactor system. These are briefly described below. Areas where
thermal stratification effects exist are then identified and the
programme of work associated with each area is outlined.

2. Plant layout

The general layout of CDFR (Commercial demonstration fast reactor)
is shown in Figs la and lb. Briefly the system employs 4 pumps
and 8 intermediate heat exchangers (IHX) contained within a vessel
approximately 19 metres in diameter. Cold sodium, taken from the
cold plenum at the bottom of the vessel by the pumps, passes
through high pressure pipework to the core inlet. The hot sodium
emerging from the core is deflected, by a baffle approximately
1 metre above the core, into the hot plenum. The flow leaves the
hot plenum via the tube side flow path of the IHXs and is
returned to the cold pool. The hot and cold plena are separated
by an almost totally enclosed intermediate plenum, as shown in
Fig la.

On the secondary sodium side, there are four secondary pumps each
feeding the shell side flow path of 2 intermediate heat exchangers,
and the shell side of two steam generator units.

3. Plant operation

3.1 Steady state operation

At the design point, the mixed mean core outlet temperature will
be 540 C and the primary side IHX outlet temperature will be
370 C. These temperatures will also apply to the bulk of the hot
and cold pools respectively. Reductions in power below 100% will
be achieved by reducing the primary flow rate whilst keeping the



temperature difference across the core at 170 C. Below the
60% power level, primary flow will be held constant at a
60% level and reductions in power achieved by reducing the
temperature difference across the core (see Fig 2).

3.2 Plant trips

Plant trips can be broadley classified under two headings

a. those which are initiated at the reactor

b. those initiated downstream of the reactor

Both types of trip result in the reactor being shut down,
whilst maintaining primary flow. Both result in a rapid
reduction in core outlet temperature. For trips initiated at
the reactor, the secondary flow is maintained for a short
period in all circuits. Trips initiated downstream of the
reactor, give rise to an immediate trip of the affected
circuit, followed by a delayed trip of the reactor.
Secondary flow in the unaffected circuits is maintained for a
short period after the reactor trip, before they too are
tripped•

3.3 Loss of electrical supplies

Loss of electricax supplies will result in a reactor trip, with
all sodium pumps running down. The primary sodium pumps will
run down to a 10% speed level which will be sustained by battery
backed supplies. The main boiler feed pump will also trip to be
replaced by an emergency boiler feed pump providing 10% feed.

The frequency with which loss of electrical supplies will occur
is considered to be low.

4. Areas influenced by sodium stratification effects

4.1 Steady state operation

4.1.1 The intermediate plenum

During normal operation, the sodium in the intermediate plenum
is stratified, arising as a result of the hot roof/cold floor
situation. Because of varying temperatures on the vertical
boundaries of the plenum, natural convective phenomena occur
within the plenum. These phenomena, which may substantially
increase the heat passing to the cold pool through the plenum
floor, are affected by the stratified temperature distribution
within the plenum.

4.1.2 The cold plenum

Heat is passing from the intermediate plenum to the cold pool,
through the plenum floor. A layer of warm fluid tends to collect
under the floor plate creating a stratified situation in the cold
pool. The cold pool flow has to be designed so that such
stratification does not become unacceptable.



4.2 Reactor trip and loss of electrical supplies

4.2.1 The hot plenum

In all reactor trips including loss of electrical supplies, the
hot plenum is subjected to conditions in which sodium
stratification effects are important. In all cases, the loss
of reactor power gives rise to conditions in which a jet of cold
fluid flows into the upper plenum, which is filled with hot
fluid. During the transient, the incoming jet is affected by
buoyancy forces, and tends to fall to the bottom of the plenum.
Turbulent mixing occurs between the incoming cold fluid and the
hot fluid in the pool, the mixing being reduced if the flow rate
decays as a result of pump rundown.

Such a process can lead to the creation of a cold layer of sodium
at the bottom of the pool, gradually increasing in depth as more
cold fluid issues from the core. The hot layer lying over the
cold is thereafter removed by conductive and convective mixing
effects at the interface between the layers.

Effects of this kind are largely govered by the Richardson
number, Ri, the larger the Ri value, the'greater the effect of
fluid stratification.

faL&r
Now Ri = —

where 1. ^ is the fluid volumetric expansion coefficient

2. AT is the temperature difference between the
incoming cold jet and the initial hot pool
temperature

3. V is the jet velocity (taken as the mean core
exit velocity)

4. L is a characteristic length (say the core
diameter)

Fig 2a shows the variation of AT with V for full and part load steady
state operation. The corresponding variation of Ri for a loss of
power trip is shown in Fig 2b. The maximum value of Ri occurs at
the 60% load point.

During reactor trips with the loss of a primary sodium pump, the
effective Richardson number will increase since the effective jet
velocity will decrease as a result of pump run down. It is
necessary therefore to investigate stratification effects following
loss of a primary pump during full or part load operation taking
into account the alleviation of the effects due to the finite run
down time of the pump.



Finally, on loss of electrical supplies at full or part load
steady state running, all primary pumps run down to 10% speed.
Effects similar to those outlined above will occur, and
require investigation.

4.2.2 The cold plenum

On failure of the flow in the secondary circuit, there is a
period when hot primary sodium entering the IHX is not being
fully cooled, resulting in a warm jet emerging into the cold
pool. The duration of this warm efflux is limited by the
inventory, and mixing behaviour in the hot pool. The jet will
tend to create stratification in the cold pool sodium,
affecting the temperature distribution in the components
within the cold plenum. Any stratification produced will be
eroded as the jet subsequently falls in temperature.

It will be necessary to accommodate the results of a failure
of a secondary sodium pump from full or part load conditions.

4.2.3 The intermediate plenum

The structure surrounding the intermediate plenum, at steady
state full or part load condition, adopt temperature
distributions consistent with the hot and cold pool
temperatures; that is the structures in general are hot at the
top and cold at the bottom. When the reactor power is tripped,
then the hot pool decreases in temperature. The almost totally
enclosed intermediate plenum becomes subject to a cold
temperature front, moving down through the largely stratified
intermediate plenum and inducing thermal stresses in the
structures forming the boundaries of the plenum. The
transmission of this cold front into the plenum is directly
affected by the degree of stratification in the plenum.

5. The programme of work in support of stratification studies

5.1 Experimental programme

5.1.1 The hot plenum

1. Basic generic work relating to the effect of jets of cold
fluid flowing upwards into a plenum filled with hot fluid
has been carried out in a water model at the Berkeley
laboratories of the C.E.G.B. The model involves a plenum
filled with water into which a brine jet may be injected.
Some results of these studies are reported later in this
meeting.

2. Studies of the effects of reactor trips have been carried
out in the past on a 1/15 scale model of the upper plenum
at the Risley laboratories (RNL) of the UKAEA and more
recently on a 1/15 scale model in the Risley laboratories
of the National Nuclear Corporation (NNC). Both models



use water as a simulant fluid for the sodium, buoyancy-
effects being modelled by injection of a salt solution.
The upper plenum is modelled in great detail, and the
effect of design changes on steady state and transient
conditions can be studied.

3. At the present time RNL are designing a %th scale, 90
sector model of the upper plenum for more detailed study.
This model will be constructed in the near future.
Again the model will employ water as a simulant fluid,
buoyancy effects being again produced by injection of a
salt solution.

5.1.2 The cold plenum

1. Basic generic work on the injection of a jet of fluid
into a water filled rectangular plenum is being
conducted at NNC. The jet may be injected into the plenum
at a variety of angles and may consist of hot water; a
water/methanol mixture; or a salt solution. In this way
positively or negatively buoyant plumes can be investigated.

2. Reactor cold plenum studies are conducted on a 1/15 scale
model of the reactor system. Steady state and transient
situations are produced by injecting either water, or a
water/methanol mixture into the plenum via the simulated
IHX outlets. Design changes can be easily incorporated
into the model to investigate their effect on flow
patterns.

5.1.3 The intermediate plenum

Basic generic work on the problems involved in the design of the
intermediate plenum have been carried out in a number of rigs.

1. Experiments on rectangular plena filled with water have
been carried out at RNL and at UKAEA, Harwell. The Harwell
experiment is at 1/12 reactor scale, and the RNL
experiment at 1/4 reactor scale, though of course the
reactor 3D geometry has not been reproduced. Both
experiments have involved a variety of thermal boundary
conditions on the walls of the plenum, to reproduce both
steady state and transient convection effects superimposed
upon an otherwise stratified fluid.

2. A 1/10 scale rectangular plenum filled with mercury has
been constructed at RNL and is used in investigating, in
mercury, phenomena that have been studied in the water rigs.

3. At the present time NNC and RNL are designing a sodium
experiment, based upon a two dimensional cylindrical
system. The experiment will involve the study of steady
state and transient convective phenomena in a tank 2 metres
diameter filled with sodium to a depth of 1 metre.



4. A 1/15 scale three dimenisonal model of the intermediate
plenum has been built at UKAEA Harwell, to further
investigate phenomena occurring within the intermediate
plenum. The model is water filled and effects due to a
variety of thermal conditions on the walls of the IHX's;
pumps; and neutron shield area; as well as those on the
roof and floor of the plenum; can be investigated.
Steady state and transient studies have been carried
out.

5.2 Theoretical programme

Accompanying the experimental work outlined above has been a
programme of theoretical studies. These studies have resulted
in the production of several large computer programmes capable
of solving the steady state and transient flow and temperature
fields in a variety of situations. The programmes, on which
a good deal of code validation work has been carried out, are:

1. VICSEN - a finite difference, two dimensional
transient code for use in general geometries. The
code utilises a k-e model for turbulent flow
situations and has been used in solving a wide range
of reactor problems.

2. FOCS 3D - a three dimensional version of the VICSEN
code. The code has recently been applied to both
the hot and cold plena.

3. ANTHEA - a code similar to VICSEN but applied
specifically to the solution of IHX problems.

4. IOTA - a suite of programmes looking at natural
convection phenomona in rectangular cavities, with
a variety of boundary conditions. All versions are
finite difference codes with a variety of turbulence
models, and have been utilised in problems associated
with the intermediate plenum.

5. IOTUFIV - a finite difference, two-dimensional,
transient code for general geometries, utilising a
fe-e turbulence model.

6. ENTWIFE - a finite element code for laminar,
transient, phenomena in general geometries. This
code has been utilised in intermediate plenum work.

7. FEATT - a suite of finite element codes for steady
state laminar and turbulent flows in general
geometries.



CDFR Reactor Arrangement

x 1 Core
2 Dlagrid
3 Strongback
4 Inner tank
5 Primary vessel
6 Guard vessel
7 Vault
8 Above core structure
9 Roof

10 Rotating shield
11 Intermediate heat exchanger
12 Primary pump
13 Outer neutron shield
14 Secondary sodium pipework
15 Control rod mechanism
16 HP pipework
17 Decay heat cote
18 Roof cooling gas Met
19 Roof cooing gas outlet
20 Intermediate plenum
21 Dynamic level 540°
22 Dynamic level 370%
23 Debris tray
24 Static level 370°C
25 Hot pool
26 Cold pool
27 Fuel sub-assembly
28 VauK cooing outlet



CDFR Reactor plans

i

1 Primary vessel
2 Guard vessel
3 Rotating shield
4 Decay heat removal pipework
5 Secondary sodium pipework
6 IHX
7 Primary pump
8 Minor penetrations
9 Core

10 Outer neutron shielding
11 Fuel handling route
12 Primary vessel/guard vessel

interspace
13 Inner tank
14 Roof
15 Post out facility
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Tadao Aoki and Hideo Atsumo

Power reactor and Nuclear
Fuel Development Corporation
O-Arai Engrg. Center

I. INTRODUCTION

The current effort in the study Of thermal stratification in Japan

is directed to the evaluation of the MONJU reactor vessel design.

The MONJU reactor vessel system, as shown in Fig. 1, consists of

the reactor vessel, the closure head,the guard vessel and the reactor

internal structures. The reactor vessel is supported at its upper end

of the concrete ledge which surrounds the vessel, and its thermal expansion

is free downward. It is about 18 m high and constructed of 304 stainless

steel. It has inside diameters of about 8 m at the upper part and

about 7 m at the lower part, with a wall thickness of about 50 mm.

Primary sodium coolant enters the reactor vessel through three 24-inch

nozzles located 120° apart in the lower plenum of the reactor vessel,

removes heat from the core and is discharged from the vessel through 32-inch

nozzles which are also located 120° apart in the upper plenum.

The reactor vessel upper plenum is occupied by the upper core structure

( UCS ), the inner barrel ( IB ) and the lower structure of the fuel handling

machine.

At a time of the reactor trip after a normal scram, the temperature

of the coolant from the core exit drops by more than 100° C and at same

time the flow coast-down brings the coolant flow to 10 % of normal operation

level. When this happens, low-temperature, inertia-losing sodium enters

a pool of high-temperature sodium and stagnates in the lower region of the

-HV



upper plenum, resulting in so-called " thermal stratification ".

In order to evaluate the design impact on the MONJU reactor vessel

upper plenum, the thermal stratification test program has been set up.

Objectives are:

1) phenomenological study of thermal stratification with respect to the

MONJU reactor vessel upper plenum,

2) verification of multi-dimensional thermal hydraulic analysis codes, and

3) evaluation of MONJU reactor vessel upper plenum design accommodation

during thermal transients.

II. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

1. Description of the Thermal Stratification in the Reactor Vessel Upper

Plenum

Fig. 2 shows the reactor upper plenum flow pattern during steady state

and transient conditions.

(^ Normal Operation

Hot sodium with sufficient inertia coming out of the core plunges into

the upper plenum making a good mixing with the sodium in the pool. The

inner barrel enhances the mixing. The flow from the inner barrel flow

holes is very small.

(2) Transient Operation

Following the normal scram, the cold and dense sodium coming out of the

core does not posses sufficient inertia force to rise up against hot sodium



and mix with it in the upper plenum.

(a) The cold sodium is trapped in the lower region of the upper plenum and

a Targe percentage of the cold sodium flows through the inner barrel flow

holes and out to the reactor vessel exit nozzle. Thermally stratified

zone is formed by the cold sodium and hot sodium above it in the upper plenum

and also in the exit nozzle by the hot sodium flowing down along the outside

the inner barrel and the cold sodium flowing through the flow holes.

(b) The cold sodium which is entrapped or does not flow out of the flow

holes tries to move upward by pushing the hot-cold transition zone, making

the mixing zone larger. The flow from the flow holes increases.

(c) The condition of (b) continues until the rising-up cold sodium reaches

the top of the inner barrel; then, it finds another flow path, that is, the

annular space between the inner barrel and the reactor vessel walls-

The flow through the flow holes gradually decreases. After awhile,

the flow pattern gets back to that of (p except that the hot-sodium

is replaced by the cold sodium.

2. Test Plan

Because of the prohibitive cost of performing a full scale model test

in sodium, small models, namely 1/6 and 1/10, were used. In water test,

1/3 sector full scale model which was constructed for the hydraulic study in

and around the upper core structure of the MONJU reactor vessel, was utilized.

A 1/10 scale model test was also conducted in water mainly for visual

observation purpose. Another water test with a 1/6 scale model is planned.

Main feature of this test is to study non-symmetric three dimensional flow

in the plenum under a plant failure mode where one of the primary circulation



pump fails, resulting in the reverse flow in that circuit.

These tests are performed independently with models mounted either

on the general purpose test facilities or on the facility built not

specifically for thermal stratification study. Limited as the conditions

might be, these tests could be unified as shown in Fig. 3 to study the

influence of scale size and the fluid properties and extrapolate the model

to the prototype.

3. Test Models

a 1/10 scale sodium test model and a 1/3 sector full scale water test

model are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5 respectively. Main features of the

model are core exit, upper core structure, inner barrel flow holes, and

exit nozzles. Thermocouples are located in the upper plenum and around

the exit nozzles. In the 1/3 sector full scale water model test, a flow

velocity from one of the flow holes were measured by a pitot tube.

4. Similitude for the Physical Model

For similitude between test models and the prototype, the Richardson

number ( ratio of buoyant/inertial forces ) was selected.

.. _
7f L ' 16 Q*

For the measure of comparison between the data from different tests, the

relative Richardson number ( = Ri' •, ratio of Ri of model /prototype at 10 %

coast-down flow ), the relative Reynolds number ( = Re' ; ratio of Re of

model/prototype ), and non-dimensional time ( = t* ; a number of times to

figuratively replace the total volume of upper plenum fluid with the incoming

fluid from the core ) were used. These are defined as follows:
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5. Test Data and Evaluation

Table 1-summarises the condition of all the test that are included

in the current test program. For data evaluation the following items

are mainly concerned:

(1) Axi-symmetricalness of the phenomenon ( validity of 2-dim. analysis )

(2) Conditions for stratification initiation

(3) Rising speed of density interface ( or lower bound of thermally stratified

zone )

(4) Mixing volume in the upper plenum

(5) Relation between the flow volume through flow holes and rising speed

of the density interface

(6) Dissipation ( or duration ) time of thermal stratification

III. COMPUTER CODES FOR THERMAL STRATIFICATION

1. Role of Computer Codes in Thermal Stratification Study

Multi-dimensional thermal hydraulic analysis codes have been developed

for MONJU design purposes. These codes take an important role in the

thermal stratification study by linking experimental work and design evaluation



together. Since a full scale model test in sodium is prohibitive in the

cost regard, the results of scale down model tests must be extrapolated to

the scale of prototype with the help of these analytical codes. Before

the computer code can take a role of a good design tool, it must be thoroughly

verified by experimental data.

In the thermal stratification test program, therefore, code verification

is taken up in parallel with the various experiments as described in II.

As the thermal hydraulic analysis code, SKORT-II and THAUPR have been developed

for MONJU design purpose by plant manufacturers under PNG contract; 2-dim.

SKORT-II by MAPI and 3-dim. THAUPR by TOSHIBA. A similar code NAGARE

developed by PNC has been used for experimental works and also for cross-check

purpose of the above design codes.

2. Introduction of NAGARE

Since all the codes are somewhat similar, NAGARE which can handle two

as well as three dimensional problems, will be introduced.

(1) Characteristics in the modelling

. Incompressible, viscous fluid with spacial distribution of density due to

temperature change

. Single-phase flow

. Turbulent diffusivity £^, £H as a function of velosity field

. Two or three dimensional cylindrical as well as cartesian coordinates

. Turbulent mixing effect:

Treat the product of random fluctuation in velosity about time-averaged

value ( i.e. Reynolds stress ) as the equivalence to molecular shear stress.

% .-iWMW^



(2) Characteristics in computation technique

. The following governing equations are solved by finite difference method.

Constant fluid density except in the buoyant term is assumed ( Boussinesq

assumption ).

Continuity y. y = 0

Momentum ^ = - £B + ( p + £M) VV + f
J

Energy H I = (c<t£«)vT

. Introducing unequal size mesh and local mesh, the mesh system and thus

time mesh sire can be made larger, resulting in the reduction of

computational time.

. Automatic time increment setting gives assurance of stability in solution.

At is automatically selected such that the following conditions are met:

|IJ I At < mesh size

Jgrad T + div ( u" T )Ut < mesh size

Usually, time increment is set at 0.7 At.

. k-£ turbulence model is available.

3. Evaluation of Experimental Data by NAGARE

The test data of 1/6 scale model in sodium was evaluated by NAGARE.

The test model and computational mesh arrangement are shown in Fig.6.

The temperature and flow transients are shown in Fig.7. A good agreement

between the test and calculated results can be seen in Fig.8 and Fig.9.

The flow field computed by NAGARE helped one to evaluate thermal stratification

in the reactor upper plenum. ( See Fig.io )

-53-



IV. APPLIED STUDIES FOR THE REACTOR VESSEL UPPER PLENUM DESIGN OF MONJU

Design evaluation of the MONJU reactor vessel upper plenum from the

point of view of thermal stratification effects is currently in progress

based on those test data introduced in II. Actually, the detail evaluation

study is possible only by thermal hydraulic analysis codes after verified

with sufficient test data. Particular attention will be directed to

such components as the reactor exit nozzle and vertical structures in the

upper plenum susceptible to the potential thermal stress due to temperature

gradient in the thermally stratified region.
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Test
Place

PNC
-OEC

MHI

MAPI

TOSHIBA

Scale

1/6

1/10

1/10

1/6

1/1
120" Sector

Test
Fluid

Na

Na

Water

Water

Water
brine

Const,
flow
only

O

O

Q/Qo

0.05
-1-.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.54
-1.23

T H - T C

(•C)

160

40~100

26

67

31
~40

Re'

0.6
-0.03

0.03~
0.015

0.007

0.022

3.3

Ri'

0.01
—4.1V

0.25
-0.83

0.83

1

0.25
-1.35

r
(max)

3

1

28

2

0.7

Remarks

Flow coast-
down also
possible

Initially,
stagnant
sodium in the
plenum

Flow coast-
down

Flow coast-
down

Table 1 Summary of Test Conditions for Thermal Stratification

in the Reactor Upper Plenum
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THE DUTCH POSITION WITH RESPECT TO THERMAL STRATIFICATION

IN SODIUM

1. FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES

At B.V. Neratoom mathematical models have been developed

for the computation of buoyancy effects in heat exchangers

for LMFBR's.

For decay heat coolers, where buoyancy is the only

flow-driving force, this means natural convection. The

flow has been described with the so-called fluid-tube

continuum model with distributed flow resistance and

heat transfer coefficients.

For plena in heat exchangers under low speed convective

flow condition, a model has been examined for mixed

convection. In this case the turbulence is described

with the aid of constant eddy diffusitives of momentum

and energy.

T.N.O. (The Dutch Organization for Industrial Research)

has examined scale models of tube bundles with a natural

convection shell-side flow. Air has here been used as the

flow medium.

At T.N.O., scale models for plena will be examined in

the next future.

2. COMPUTER CODES

With the aid of the above-mentioned mathematical models,

computer codes for decay heat coolers and plena have

been developed by Neratoom and T.N.O.

The codes for the decay heat cooler have partly been

validated with data obtained from T.N.O. experiments on

a scale model. The agreement between experiments and

computations was quite reasonable.

The code for the computation on mixed convection in plena

has not been validated up till now.
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USSR Position Paper for the Specialists' Meeting
on

Thermal Stratification in Sodium

Rinejskij A.A., Shcherbakov S.I.

High values of temperature and a high rise of coolant temperature in

a core, as well as physical properties of sodium require much attention

to be paid to the problem of coolant mixing to ensure uniform temperature

within mixing chambers and other components of a liquid metal circuit. A

presence of a considerable thermal stratification of coolant may affect,

in a certain way, the working capabilities of structures and components

which contact with the coolant. Temperature pulsations may arise at the

interface of coolant flows with different temperatures which would result

in additional cyclic loads on the structures. The thermal stratification

of sodium could also hamper development of natural circulation under

decay heat conditions. On the other hand, it is possible to use the

thermal stratification phenomenon in a positive way, for example, to

reduce the temperature drop at the walls separating "cold" and "hot"

coolant in a reactor vessel.



The problem of adequate coolant mixing and flow pattern optimisation

becomes more significant while considering pool type fast reactors.

Within a vessel of this reactor type there qre considerable bulks of

coolant at different temperatures. Because of many-sided design

requirements certain difficulties exist in the problem of ensuring

sufficient mixing of the coolant at the outlet of the core, radial

blanket, in-pile fuel storage and in-pile neutron shielding. For the

BN-600 reactor this problem is considered in a separate paper to be

presented at this specialists' meeting.

In the framework of the R and D activities carried out to justify

fast reactor design solutions a proper attention is given to

investigations of the coolant flow pattern within plena and in those

sections of pool type reactor, where the coolant flow takes place. In

this connection it should be noted that, up to now, we did not obtain any

clear evidence of the presence of a pronounced thermal stratification of

sodium within reactor mixing chambers under normal operating conditions.

The conclusion may be drawn on the basis of our experiments and design

experience that there are certain gradients of temperature, and

inefficient mixing of coolant flows with different temperatures within

the chambers (both "hot" and "cold" ones). All these factors to a certain

degree complicate a reactor operation. However, from our point of view,

the main point in the problem of arranging an "optimum" coolant flow

pattern within the chambers is to insure the stability of coolant motion

in the chambers (including flows with different temperatures) by means of

special design solutions based

-GG



on results of experimental and calculational studies. We believe it is a

possible instability of coolant flow that is the most important factor

influencing on temperature distribution within structures and components.

In this connection, coolant flow in all reactor chambers and cavities

should be well arranged and stable, including natural convection flows.

We begin to pay more attention to investigation of these problems, and a

certain understanding has been reached. By means of rather simple design

changes the flow pattern can be arranged in a desirable fashion.

Different kinds of fins, baffles, which limit flow, and natural

convection against the general background of forced circulation" could be

used for this purpose. Analyses of such type have been performed. The

experience of operating the BN-600 reactor has shown that in some cases

temperature instability in sodium flow can be eliminated if the regime of

establishing circulation is chosen appropriately. The Soviet delegation

believes that the subject of this meeting is very important, the topics

suggested for discussion are of great interest. Some of the problems to

be discussed are dealt with in our special paper to be presented at the

meeting.

- C / 7
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IAEA-SPECIALIST MEETING ON THERMAL STRATIFICATION

Grenoble, France, 1 8 - 2 1 October, 1982

Stratification in Pipes

T. Lauhoff, H. Stehle

M. Duweke, T. Friedel, L. Seyffarth

Two years ago Interatom in collaboration with CEA started

stratification experiments in the sodium filled APB-loop at

IA. The loop consists of pipes with large diameter.

The experiments have been planned to influence the planning

phase of SNR-2.

B. Experiment

Beside other possibilities of initiating stratification here

it is reported about stratification caused by mixing flows of

different temperatures. FIG. 1 represents the APB loop. The

main loop consists of pipes of three different diameter: 600,

800 and 1000 mm, a sodium pump, a throttle valve and a storage

tank in order to inject the sodium of a different temperature

in the main pipe system to initiate stratification. The test

section with 800 mm diameter installed with thermocouples

and flow meters is shown in FIG.2. Five cross sections (E1 -

E5) are instrumented with thermocouples. 9 thermocouples

are installed over the vertical diameter. Moreover. 11 thermo-

couples are inserted in plane E1 and E3 and 6 in E5 on the

inner wall surface. In addition both mass flows, main flow

Q1 and injected flow Q2 are measured as well as the correspon-

dant temperatures.



The characteristic data of the loop are presented in FIG. 3.

These data give the possible range of parameter variations

relative to flow velocities in the loop and temperature dif-

ferences between injected- and main mass flow.

Starting from these data a set of tests, shown in FIG. 4,

have been carried out. The left side represents hot injection

and the right side cold injection tests.

As a summarized result FIG. 5 presents the vertical temperature

difference at the end of the test section,14 diameter down-

stream the injection. The upper diagram shows the results

of hot injection, below the temperature differences for cold

injection are indicated. Since the injection is located at the

top of the pipe it is an expected result that temperature dif-

ferences are higher in the case of hot injection and lower in

the case of cold injection. In addition the temperature diffe-

rence decreases with increasing the ratio of main flow and in-

jection flow. It is remarkable that in the case of hot injec-

tion and high injection flows the tendancy of temperature dif-

ferences relative to increasing injection flow isn't as usual.

The curve of Q2 * 50 m*/h is positioned between Q2 = 100 and

Q2 = 200 m3/h. The explanation can be found in the mixing in-

fluence of the reflection of the hot injection jet which takes

place in the case of high injection mass flows.

C. Cgmgutational_lnvestigations

Starting from the SOLA2D-Code the 3-D-computer code NAVi3D

was developed in order to describe theoretically the stratifi-

cation phenomena. The code solves the Navier-Stokes, ener-

gy - and continuity - equations in cartesian coordinates. The

fluid is assumed to be incompressible. The governing equations

are shown in FIG. 6.



In a first step calculations have been carried out which des-

cribe the first part of the test section up to the first mea-

suring plane only. The grid spacing (FIG. 7 and 8) is limited

on 2.8 m of the pipe, T m before and 1.8 m behind the injec-

tion plane. Since there is a symmetry of the left and the

right side of the pipe the grid includes half of the pipe only.

The total number of meshes is 3200.

FIG. 9 and 10 present the calculation with the initial and

boundary conditions of test Nr. 13. The figures show isother-

mal lines in an axial and a radial cross section. It is clearly

to be seen (FIG. 9) the influence of the injection. At the end

there are nearly homogenous flow conditions. Section 16 repre-

sents the first measuring plane.

A comparison between experimental and theoretical results has

been carried-out for the first measuring plane S1. It has been

evaluated the vertical temperature difference over the diameter

from the bottom to the top of experimental and computational

results. In FIG. 11 the temperature difference is shown as a

function of the pipe diameter. Although the agreement is very

well, it is to be mentioned that this comparison isn't a very

detailed one. Further investigations are necessary.

D. Further Actions

As mentioned above this is only a first step in this project.

Further calculations and evaluation of tests are following.

A second phase of experiments have been finished just now. They

have been carried out in a changed experimental arrangement.

The test section is represented in FIG. 12. The essential dif-

ferences to test section of the first phase are:

- sodium injection perpendicular to gravity force,

- a measuring plane with thermocouples before the injection

and behind the bend, relative to the direction of main flow.

-II-
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2. Sodium Stratification Test Section
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IWSTRlfEMTED TEST SECTION
NEW EXPERIfCHTAL ARRANGEMENT
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"THERMAL STRATIFICATION IN SODIUM"

Grenoble, 18-21 octobre 1982

TRANSIENT MIXED CONVECTION IN A CAVITY.

COMPARISON BETWEEN WATER AND SODIUM.

J. GARNIER

ABSTRACT

The basic problem studied is the interaction between a vortex

and a thermal stratification. The experiments are done in a parallelep-

ipediceavity which bottom communicates with a rectangular channel.

A forced flow in this channel induces a recirculating flow in the eavity.

The transient condition is a decrease (step wise or slope) of the inlet

temperature at a constant flowrate. This problem is studied with two

different approaches : experiments in water or in sodium. In the sodium

experiments, the dimension of the cavity ensures large values of the

Peclet number (about 101*) and a wide range of values for the Richardson

number (from 0.1 to 3). With this experiments, all the regimes of anixed

convection, from forced convection to complete stratification can be

covered. These results are compared with the other approach using a water

model. This comparison is very helpfull for studies on the thermohydraulic

behavior of Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors.



1. INTRODUCTION

Development of Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors gives rise to many

studies especially in the thermohydraulic phenomena in large volumes of

sodium. In such a case, because of low velocities regions, buoyancy effects

can modify the dynamical field in an important way. To study this phenom-

ena and the correspondant thermal field, experiments are done in a water

model of the reactor, dimensionned in respect with similarity conditions.

These conditions are based on dimensionless numbers such as Peclet,

Froude and Reynolds numbers (which will be defined later). Because of

sodium physical properties (very low Prandtl number), every similarity

condition can't be satisfied. So fundamental studies are done in a typical

geometry, involving water and sodium experiments. This geometry is defined

by a channel surmounted by a parallelepipedic cavity. Comparison between

sodium and water experiments will give rise to many conclusions about the

impact of distorsion on Prandtl number. For instance sodium experiments

will valid the physical modeling of transient reactor behaviour based on

water models.

This paper gives the comparison between sodium and water experiments

in transient regime (when decreasing inlet temperature). The effects of

buoyancy will appear on :

- recirculating flow (in the cavity)

- mixing layer between recirculating flow and channel flow

- interaction between the wall jet and the stratified zone.



2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

2.1. Geometry

The test section consists of a parallelepipedic cavity (see fig. 1).

At the inlet, the velocity profile is fully developped. The characteristic

lengths of the two cavities are given in table 1. The water cavity is a

small scale model (scale about -̂ r) of the sodium one. The geometrical scale

is kept for the height H, the depth D but not for the width of the channel

e. This particular point has been taken into account when comparing sodium

and water results.

2.2. Instrumentation

Local measurements only concern thermal field. They are realized by

mean of Chromel-Alumel thermocouples 0.5 mm in diameter for water test and

1 mm in diameter for sodium test.

2.3. Experimental conditions

Initially, the cavity is isothermal. The transient is initiated by

a decrease of the inlet temperature . Then this temperature becomes constant

again until the end of the experiment. The flowrate remains constant and

the walls of the cavity can be considered as adiabatic. The range of

experimental conditions is given in table 2 with the dimensionless numbers

defined by :

g 3 AT L

The temperature scale AT is chosen as the difference between initial and

final temperature at the inlet and the velocity scale U is the bulk velocity

in the channel.



3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Global thermal behaviour (see fig. 2 and 3)

The complete transient can be divided into three main consecutive

stages (see' Qlj ). At the begenning of the transient (stage 1), the cavity

remains isothermal at every time and can be considered as a perfectly

mixing region. Then (stage 2), buoyancy effects become large enough to

establish a thermal gradient in the cavity. The cavity can be divided in

two regions i) the lower one which is a perfectly mixing region (see £2*])

and the upper one which remains stagnant with a constant temperature. When

temperature of recirculating flow becomes nearly constant (stage 3), the

hot/cold interface goes up into the cavity until it reaches the roof.

By comparing figure 2 and 3, thermal behavior in water and sodium

are in good agreement for Richardson number of the same order of

magnitude. The differences which appear in a such diagram will be discussed

later.

3.2. Initial position of density interface

After the first stage, a temperature gradient exists in the cavity.

One of the most important result is the initial position of this gradient

(before stage 3). This position can be directly correlated to a Richardson

number which takes into account every parameters of the inlet transient.

In fact, to write this Richardson number, we do not use only the

temperature difference AT but also the time At of the inlet transient

(see further diagramm).

. Temperature

AT

^ time



We easily imagine a slow transient where decreasing of inlet temperature

is so long than buoyancy effects remain negligible at every time. Moreover,

the same transient with the same temperature difference but a very short

decrease (At 'v 0) will give rise to a density interface in the cavity. To

take into account this phenomenon, we define a temperature difference AT

as :

AT = minimum (-r— T, AT)

dT
Where -?— is the slope of the inlet transient and x a characteristic time

of the recirculating flow. This temperature difference AT can then become
Jrri t

very small (as -rz "*" °) even for large inlet AT. So, we can define a transient

Richardson number which is more representative of buoyancy effects and inlet

transient :

g 3 AT z.
Ri.

v2

m
where

V is the maximum velocity in the downstream wall jet

z. the position of the interface.

The two parameters V and x are estimated by velocity measurements in

isothermal state, x has been taken to twice the turn over time of the

recirculating flow.

Figure 4 shown the initial density interface position plotted with

Richardson number. In these axis, we can smooth the different results

by the curves defined by : Ri = cte. We get :

Ri = 12 for sodium tests

Ri = 5 for water tests

It means that stratification criteria is more severe in case of water.

This difference can be attributed to the Reynolds number which is about

500 times smaller in water experiment. We also conclude that study of a

reactor transient with small sclade model in water is conservative for

stratification criterion.



3.3 Temperature gradient in density interface

When density interface is established (stage 3), we can define a

local temperature gradient which depends both on position in the cavity,

and time. If T. and T are the temperatures measured at the level z 'and

z~, we define this gradient as :

z + z T (t) - T,(t)
G(t> - L r A ) • z - z

l zl Z2

figure 5 shows the evolution of this gradient with time for a sodium test.

By smoothing this curves, we can define a maximum gradient G which no
rn3.x

more depends on time. Moreover, the results show that this maximum gradient

G does not depend on position in the cavity. Comparison between water

and sodium results is then done using a dimensionless maximum gradient :

c
AT max

and we get :

G ^ 8 in water

G ^ 10 in sodium

The difference between sodium and water is negligible> when compared to the

uncertainty introduce by the way of smoothing the fluctuating curves !

3.4. Velocity propagation of density interface

During stage 3, the hot /cold interface goes up into the cavity. The

velocity propagation of the interface is the result of an interaction

between the wall jet and the stratification. Indeed, this wall jet drags

a flow rate from the stratification. This phenomena can be described by a

correlation between the ratio of two flow-rates (wall jet flow rate qr

and dragged flow rate q.) and the transient Richardson number.
w

- = k(Rit)
Y (see [3])

qw

k and y are two correlating constant. The wall jet flowrate can be estimated

by :



q = V X n c P^w m 05

Where X Q 5 is a characteristic length of the wall jet. The dragged flow

rate is directly related to the velocity propagation of the interface

v. by a continuity equation :

qd = L.P.Vj^

So, the correlation becomes :

m 05

Figure 6 shows this correlation (in log-log scale) for sodium and water

test. We can estimate the values of the correlating constant both for

sodium and water cases :

ViL = i.ecRij"1-1
v Xn_m 05

As the parameters v and X̂ ,. are measured in isothermal state, the results
m U->

are better correlated when stratification is not too important. In case

of complete stratification during stage 2, the dynamical field (and so

the wall jet profile) is greatly modified so that correlation becomes

false. The correlation can be accepted when the density interface is initi-

ally higher than the half lower part of the cavity. Nevertheless, a little

error on velocity propagation estimation can introduce a great error in other

parameters such as the time for the interface to reach, the roof. This

time t is defined by :

v. dt = z.

Where t1 is the initial time of stage 2. The difference between sodium and

water can be easily detected by comparing figures 2 and 3. Moreover, as

density interface is initially lower in water than in sodium tests, this

time is then still greater for water experiments.



4. CONCLUSION

The results in sodium presented here are unique because of the size

of the test section. Thus, the governing parameters are prototypic of

the reactor conditions in a LMFBR. One of the main result is the great

modification of the dynamical field due to buoyancy effects.

Moreover, the comparison between sodium and water results in a very

important stage in the validation of studies on reactors design using

small scale models in water.
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NOMENCLATURE

e

g

H

L

P

Pe

q
w
Ri

Ri

U
t

v.

v
mX05
z.

height of the channel

gravity acceleration

height

of the cavitylength

depth

Peclet number

dragged flowrate

wall jet flowrate

Richardson number

transient Richardson number

bulk velocity in the channel

velocity propagation of interface

maximum velocity in wall jet

characteristic length of wall jet

position of density interface

a : thermal diffusivity

3 : coefficient of volumic expansion

AT : temperature scale
Jrn

•rr t slope of inlet transient

T : characteristic time of recirculating flow
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Figure 1 : description of a cavity

Sodium

Wafc«r

LCm>

1.6

0.075

H/L

2

2

•/L

0.019

0.13

P/L

0.5

0.5

TABLE 1 i Dim«n«ion« of <bh« two

Param«t«r

U

AT

P«

Ri

RANGE

WATER

2. 3-9. 3 om/«

5-20 d«g.

20000-90000

0. 03-1. 8

SODIUM

0. 26-1. 3 m/«

20-50 d«g.

6000-30000

0. 09-3

TABLE 2 t Rang* of param*t«r«
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Buoyancy effects in LMFBR's occur in the plena of heat

exchangers at low speed convective flow: mixed convection.

In decay heat removal systems buoyancy is the only flow-

driving force: natural convection. The computation of the

thermal hydraulics of both situations are asking for

different treatments as will be shown. The main aim of the

calculations is the prediction of the thermal stress in the

solid structures.

A. Mixed convective flows in plena of heat exchangers.

The equations describing the thermal hydraulics of this

kind of viscous flow are that of conservation of mass,

momentum and energy. In mixed convection, the last two

equations are coupled by means of the temperature

dependent density.

The first approximation to these basic equations is the

Boussinesq approximation: the neglect of the temperature

dependence of the density in all terms of the equations,

with the exception of the gravity force term in the

momentum equation [1].

Secondly, the turbulence of the flow can be treated -

with the aim of reducing computer time - by introducing

constant eddy diffusivities of heat and momentum [2]:

em a n d eH-

03 -



With these approximations and under steady-state

conditions, the dimensionless equations are:

V.v = o

V.Vv = - i_ V p + |_ V 2 V _

V.VT

Vi •

n •

1

Re

Fr

Pe

V2T

VL
v + e

p(T-To)LJ2l

V 2

VL
k + e..

(1)

(2)

(3)

H

The coupled set of equations (1), (2), (3) are solved

numerically in an iterative way for a test cavity shown

in fig. 1.

T=-1

ISO

aw

Fig.l. Axi-symmetric cavity

_ 1 J

The computations are worked out numerically with a

finite element package [3] using the Galerkin method.



Up till now, convergence for this computation has been

reached with Re-Pe^lOO and Fr^l.

In fig. 2 and fig. 3 the flow, respectively the tempe-

rature field are shown for Re=Pe=60 and Fr=0.45

This example has mainly been used to examine the nume-

rical computation. Because of the use of the simple

turbulence model, and of the idealization of a three

dimensional configuration by an axi-symmetric model,

the computation of a real configuration should be

yalidated with experiments.

105"-
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Fig.2. Flow field

Re=60

Fr=0.45

vz(r,o)=l

Fig.3. Temperature field

Pe=60



B. Numerical computations of the thermal-hydraulic

behaviour of a decay heat cooler.

For the purpose of decay heat removal in a sodium-

cooled fast breeder reactor, one often uses a separate

decay heat cooler. This cooler consists of a number

of e.g. bayonet tubes fixed on a tube-sheet and it is

placed in a pool of liquid near the reactor core.

At the tube-side the flow is driven by force convection

and at shell-side the flow is driven by natural convec-

tion.

It is important for designing purposes to predict

theoretically both the total energy transferred and

the temperature gradients in the solid structure. There-

fore, we have to give a description of the whole thermal-

hydraulic behaviour of the decay heat cooler.

To describe the transport phenomena at the shell-side

use has been made of the so-called liquid-tube con-

tinuum approach where continuously distributed flow

resistances and heat sources are applied.

The equations describing the shell-side flow pattern

have the same character as the Euler equations in fluid

dynamics; the only difference being a porosity factor y

and a turbulence describing force term Q accounting for

the resistance of the tubes.

Under steady-state conditions, the equations are:

V.IYY) = 0 (1)

v.Vv = - — 7 p + g + Q (2 .1)

Q = - yc v | v | (2 .2 )

By taking the curl of Eq. (2.1) and defining w=(Vxv)/y

the following expression is found:

Y(y.VG) - Q.VV) = VxQ + - Vp x(g+Q-V.W_) (3)



With the so-called Boussinesq approximation the terms

v.Vv and Q can be neglected in Eq. (3).

The curl of Q can be approximated by the following ex-

pression: [4]

VxQ = - |ky | v | a) (4)

With an axi-symmetrix flow field without circulation

around the axis of symmetry, conforming to the situation

in the decay heat cooler, Eqs. (3) and (4) result in an

equation ot the convective type:

(5)

In Eq. (5) il = wfl/r , where r is the radial co-ordinate;

z is the axial co-ordinate; v is the velocity component

in radial direction; v is the velocity component in

axial direction; and toQ is the tangential component

ot the vorticity divided by the porosity.

The definition equation of ft and the continuity are

respectively:

_ i 8 vr 3 vz
Q ( ) (6)

= 0 (7;

The driving force term tor natural convection in

Eq. (5); (g/pr) Op/3r) is linearized to -(q3/r)(3T/3r)

in agreement with the Boussinesq approximation. The

shell-side and tube-side temperatures are described

by respectively:

vr || + vz || + U-Y)H(T-e)=0 (8)

and

w |i + yH(e-T) = 0 (9)



In Eqs. (8i and (9), T and 0 are the shell-side and

tube-side temperatures respectively; w is the tube-side

fluid velocity; H comprehends the heat transfer coeffi-

cients and material constants.

For a correct description of the thermal-hydraulic

behaviour of the cooler, one should also describe the

flow in the pool. Because of the many obstacles in the

pool, such a calculation is almost impossible and,

therefore, we have to introduce auxiliar boundaries

around the bundle. In the following discussion the

boundary conditions will be described. At all the solid

parts the normal velocity component has been taken

equal to zero. At the inflow boundary the condition v

= (L-z/L)n (L/R)v has been chosen and at the outflow

boundary: v = (r/R) (R/L)v , where the values of n

and m can be varied. Assuming a thermally homogeneous

and irrotational pool, the other boundary conditions at

the inflow boundary are: fi=0 and T=To.

Finally, the tube-side temperature 9 has been pres-

cribed at the inlet of the tubes. The coupled set of

equations (5), (6), (7), (8), (9) are solved numeri-

cally in an iterative way, using a least squares finite

element package 14].

In fig. 4, 5 and 6 the results of the calculations are

visible for n=l and m=l,5. Numerical experiments with

other values of m and n have shown that the transferred

energy as well as the temperature distribution at the

tube-sheet are very insensitive of that choice.
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Fig.5. Isotherms of the shell-side temperatures (T*)

r*=r/L , z*=z/L , T*=(T-To)/(To-eQ)

- t i l



Fig.6. Isotherms of the tube-side temperatures (9*)

r*=r/R , z*=z/L , e*=(8-9o)/(To-60)
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ABSTRACT

The velocity and temperature equations for laminar buoyancy and forced convective
flows between vertical flat parallel plates are presented. The thermal boundary
conditions on the plate define the buoyancy driven field, while the channel
Reynolds number defines the forced flow field.

Specific examples relating to tall narrow channels with laminar convection and to
closed high aspect ratio cavities (as may be found in the proposed active and
passive insulation systems for sodium cooled fast reactors) are presented. The
analysis is limited to the laminar flow regimes, whilst some reactor situations
are likely to be turbulent, hence a proposal for a simple extension of this
analysis to the turbulent regime is made. It is shown how the analysis can be
made to apply to fluids of various Prandtl numbers.

III.



NOMENCLATURE

V A2

Constants

Cp

g

Gr

k

1

P

Pr

P, Q

q

Re

Ra

S

T

V

x, y

8

P

y

«< > ̂ p

Subscripts

B

0. 1

specific heat

gravitational acceleration

Grashof number

thermal conductivity

mixing length

pressure

Prandtl number

External pressure forces

Heat flux

Reynolds number

Rayleigh number

axial temperature gradient

Temperature

velocity

co-ordinates

volumetric

density

viscosity
,1/4 i/4

coefficient = ( 4 ) , (PrGr )

bulk conditions

Reference to walls 0 and 1
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1. INTRODUCTION

Two principal methods of thermally insulating stainless-steel structures in a
fast reactor sodium environment have been previously proposed, in general these
are known as active and passive insulation schemes. In the active scheme,
sodium at a defined temperature is pumped through a tall narrow channel with
the aim of achieving temperatures and temperature gradients through the channel
walls and adjacent structures within acceptable limits. In the passive
scheme, an attempt is made to stagnate the sodium in discrete cavities formed
between vertical parallel stainless-steel sheets in a multi-layer pack thereby
reducing heat transfer through each cavity.

In both cases buoyancy forces will be experienced if there are temperature
gradients through the insulation. The relative importance of these buoyancy
forces and their effects on the velocity and temperature distributions and
heat transfer, depend on various factors including the Grashof, Prandtl and
Reynolds numbers, the thermal boundary conditions and the magnitude and
direction of the forced flow component.

This paper describes work at Harwell to predict velocity and temperature profile
equations, and heat transfer for fully established laminar mixed convective
flows between vertical flat plates for different thermal boundary conditions.
In particular, the effect of bulk fluid stratification gradient on predictions
is discussed.

Predictions are given relating to buoyancy driven flows for high height-to-gap
width ratio cavities and to laminar convection in tall narrow channels (as" may be
found in proposed passive and active insulation schemes for sodium cooled
fast reactors). The predictions for Nusselt numbers for heat transfer in
cavities with a heated vertical wall, opposite cooled wall and adiabatic end
walls are compared with correlations from numerical predictions and experimental
data reported in the literature.

The analysis is limited to laminar flow regimes but a proposal for simple
extension of the work to the turbulent regime is made. It is shown how the
analysis can be applied to fluids of different Prandtl number.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM AND DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS

Consider a vertical channel whose walls are a distance W apart, as shown in
Sketch 1. If the flow in the channel is assumed to be fully established then
only the velocity component in the vertical direction can exist, and this must
be a function of the position from the wall only, i.e.

v * v(x) (1)

The temperature profile is also assumed to be fully established, in that the
shape of the profile does not change with y, however the absolute temperature
levels increase or decrease depending on the thermal boundary conditions imposed
on the channel walls. The temperature is therefore given by

T(x,y) = y.S + T(x) (2)

where S is the temperature gradient (or stratification) in the y direction.

For fully established laminar flow of an incompressible fluid the Navier-Stokes
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Sketch 1. Channel Geometry

equations for the problem reduce to:

(3)

Adopting the Boussinesq approximation in which it is assumed that only the density
in the buoyancy term of the momentum equation varies with temperature such that

P = Po [1 - B(T - To)]

and substituting this expression for p into equation (3) gives:

(4)

d2v , ,9)?
- T0) (5)

It may be noted that for fully established flows (dp/dy) is constant, thus the
term:

is also a constant, independent of y.

In addition, the energy equation for the case considered may be written as:

d2T

d?
dT
WV ^r = V S (6)

\xo -



Using W, (M/PW) and (WS) as length, velocity and temperature scales the following
dimensionless variables can be formed:

x+ = x/W

v+ = vpQW/u (7)

T + = (T - TQ)/WS

and
 + gpj>3

Gr+ = % (WS)

n

where 6r+ is the Grashof number based on (WS) as a temperature scale.
Equations (5) and (6) may now be rewritten in terms of the dimensionless
variables as:

and

.2T+ C uIT = ( p } v+ =
dx d k

3. -BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

For non-porous channel walls, the no-slip boundary conditions give:

v(0) ? 0 or v+(0) = 0
(10)

and v(W) = 0 or v (1) = 0

for all thermal boundary conditions.

In section 7 of this paper predictions are given for three selected cases relating
to a symmetrically heated or cooled channel, an asymmetrically cooled channel and
a high aspect ratio cavity. The relevant thermal boundary conditions for these
cases are specified as follows:-

Case 1. Symmetrically heated or cooled channel with the same heat flux imposed
or extracted on both walls gives:

q £ or £
and (11)

or

Case 2. Asymmetrically cooled channel with a defined temperature gradient at one

lai-



wall and the opposite wall held adiabatic gives:

jjl (0) = 0 or 4ll (o) = o

q . k d I ( W ) o r £ _ ^

Case 3. High aspect ratio cavity with one wall heated and the opposite wall
cooled for constant flux conditions gives:

, . k « ,0, or £ (0, .
dx

+ (13)

and q = k § <W> or ^- (1) = ^

4. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS

Taking the derivative of equation (S) twice and substituting for (d TT/dx~ )
from equation (9) gives:

A +
—-^ - + Gr Pr v
dx

where the negative sign indicates that the buoyancy force is in the same direction
as the.applied pressure force (corresponding to positive stratification) and the
positive sign indicates that the buoyancy force is in the opposite direction to
the applied pressure force (corresponding to negative stratification).

Thus, for positive values of the stratification S equation (14) becomes:

and the solution for the velocity distribution is:

v = exp(X x )(A,cosX.x + iB,sinX,x )

+ exp(-X,x )(C,cosX,x - iD.sinX,x ) (16)

where i

and the corresponding solution for the temperature distribution is:



-2X2
T+ = —— {exp(X.x+)(-A.sinX,x+ + iBcosX.x+)

Gr+ i l l 1 1

+ exp(-X1x
+)(C1sinX1x

+ + iDcosX^*)} + P/Gr+ (18)

where ,

When there is a negative value of stratification S, equation (14) becomes:

A +
~ r = + Gr+Pr v+ (20)
dx+^

which has the solution:

v+ = A2exp(X2x
+)+B2exp(-X2x

+) + C2cosX.,x
+ + iD2sinX2x

+ (21)

where

= (Gr+Pr)* (22)

giving

T+ = — - {A,exp(X,x+) + B exp(-X-x+)
Gr d d d t

+ C2cosX2x
++ iD2sinX2x

+} - Q/Gr+ (23)

where

Equations (16) and (22), and (18) and (23) are quite different in nature and
reflect the importance of the stratification parameter and its significance in
the physical mechanisms involved.

The values of the coefficients A, ,iB,, C,,iD., A-,, B2, C->, andiD, are given in the
Appendix for the thermal boundary conditions for the cases considered in this
paper.

5. APPLICATION TO FLUIDS OF DIFFERENT PRANDTL NUMBER

Equation (9) shows explicitly that the Prandtl number has a direct effect on
the temperature and velocity distributions. Within the framework of this model,
the Prandtl number combines with the Grashof number to form the Rayleigh number
Gr+Pr (see equation (14-)), which becomes the parameter of importance. This
simple analysis suggests that if the Rayleigh number is the same for two fluids
then, even though the Prandtl may be different tne temperature T+ and velocity
v+ profiles are identical i.e.



u and T are functions of (Gr Pr)

It is noted that in forming the dimensionless variables:

v+ = vpQW/y (25)

and

T+ = (T - TQ)/WS (26)

where \i is the molecular viscosity and S is the stratification gradient present
in the fluid, so that the velocity field v+ has been normalised with respect to
viscosity and the temperature field T+ has information about the amount of
stratification which is maintained in the fluid.

In section 7 predictions of velocity and temperature profiles for different
cases are presented. For convenience the Prandtl number for the computations was
taken as unity, so that the Grashof number and Rayleigh number had the same
numerical values. To relate the predictions to a fluid with a Prandtl number of
10~2 at a Grashof number of 10 , then the Rayleigh number is 10 , which for the
computations with Prandtl number = 1 would be equivalent to a Grashof number of 10 .

6. DEFINITION OF NUSSELT NUMBERS

The Nusselt numbers Nu (0) and Nu (1) are given by:

Nu (0) = - Tu • • and Nu (1) = — j - — (27)

where h is the film heat transfer coefficient. The Nusselt numbers may be
re-written in terms of dimensionless temperature gradients by noting that:

h(T(O) - TB) = k |JI (0) (28)

and

h(T(l) - TB) = k £ (1) (29)

where T' is the bulk mean fluid temperature.

Hence,

AV _ dj_

" V = dx+ " TB + ) (31)

Thus, the Nusselt numbers are the ratio of the temperature gradient at the
particular wall of the channel to the temperature difference between the wall
and the bulk fluid temperature*

An alternative definition, which is more applicable" in cavity problems is to
base the Nusselt number on the mean fluid temperature difference between the
heated vertical wall of the cavity and the opposite cooled wall, i.e.

Nu = — (wall)
dx

(32)



7. PREDICTIONS FOR SELECTED CASES

7.1 Symmetrically Heated or Cooled Channel

For this case, the thermal boundary conditions have been assumed to be that
the same heat flux is applied or extracted on both walls of the channel i.e.

^ ( 0 )
dx dxT

(33)

For stable stratification in the channel with S positive, as may occur when a
fluid in downflow is cooled or a fluid in upflow is heated, it is found, as may
be seen from Figure 1 (for dov/nflow cooling), that for very low Grashof values
the velocity profile generated is similar to the typical parabolic laminar
velocity profile. However•, as the Grashof number is increased the velocity peak
is predicted to move from the centre towards both walls, and eventually the
majority of the flow becomes concentrated at the walls, with minor flow
reversals adjacent to these.

When the stratification is reversed and S is negative, which may occur when a
fluid in downflow through the channel is heated, the predicted flow
distributions change drammatically, as shown in Figure 2. At the lower Grashof
number values acceptable predictions result, but with unstable stratification
highly unphysical velocity profiles are predicted for large Grashof numbers.

The Nusselt number variation with the Rayleigh number parameter, Gr+Pr, for
these cases is given by Figure 3. At small Gr+Pr, the Nusselt number is
predicted to be 4.12 for both the stable and unstable stratification conditions.
For the stable stratification case the Nusselt number is predicted to increase
with Rayleigh number according to the relationship.

i
NuD = 0.943 (Gr

+Pr) (3k)
D

while for the unstable case, as may be seen from Figure 3, the Nusselt number
tends to decrease before unrealistic flows are apparent.

7.2 Asymmetrically Cooled Channel

For this case it is assumed that one wall of the channel is held adiabatic and
the temperature gradient is defined at the other wall. The thermal boundary
conditions may then be taken as

l . 0 and £(,) - & (35),0, 0 and £
dx dx

When the stratification parameter S is positive, as may occur with downflow
through the channel and cooling from the temperature controlled wall, Figures
A- and 5 show the resulting velocity and temperature distributions in the channel.
At very low Gr+Pr values, the flow has the usual parabolic form, while for
larger values the flow tends to concentrate near the non-adiabatic wall, and at
sufficiently large G M F V , flow reversals are generated near the major flow.

Figure 6 shows the variation of Nusselt number for the diabatic wall with
Rayleigh number Gr+Pr. For this case the asymptotic value at. very low Gr+Pr



values is 2.69. However, as Gr+Pr is increased, then the predicted Nusselt
number behaves as for the symmetrically heated channel and is well correlated
by equation (34) for the case of positive stratification.

7.3 The Cavity Problem

Consider a very tall narrow cavity (high aspect ratio) with one wall heated and
the other cooled. Far from the top and bottom the flow can be assumed to be a
function of x only, and suitable thermal boundary conditions for this problem are:

.T+ .T+
£!_ (0) = £!_ (i) (36)
dx dx

thus assuming that the heat entering through wall 1 leaves through wall 0.

Figure 7 shows the variation of velocity v with the spatial location x+ for
various values of Gr+Pr when there is a positive stratification present in the
cavity. It is noted that for each value of the Rayleigh number parameter
Gr+Pr, the velocity distribution is symmetric about the centre line of the
channel and there is zero nett flow in the channel. From Figure 7 it is noted
that:

i) the flow becomes progressively more confined to the walls as Gr+Pr is
increased.

ii) flow reversals appear as Gr+Pr is increased.

Figure 8 shows the temperature distribution for this case.

When the negative stratification solutions are examined for the cavity problem
it is predicted that the resultant flow is only stable (physically realistic)
for very low Grashof numbers, after which a larger number of reversals.are
apparently generated in the core of the cavity as may be seen from Figure 9.
Unlike the case for stable stratification these are not damped in the central
position, and presumably could correspond to a Benard situation in which there
is cold fluid above hot. For such conditions the flow would probably be
turbulent much sooner than that for the stably stratified case.

Figure 10 presents the dependence of the predicted overall Nusselt number for
the cavity for both stable and unstable stratification in the cavity. It is
seen that for stable stratification the Nusselt number increases monotonically
and is given by:

Nu = 0.35 (Gr+Pr)* (37)
w

while for the unstable stratification case, the Nusselt number is again
predicted to decrease before the unphysical flows are generated.

The predictions from this simplified analysis for the cavity may be compared
with the findings of other investigators. The fact that flow reversals occur for
natural convection in closed cavities with a vertical heated wall and opposite
cooled wall, provided the Gr+Pr parameter is high enough, is well known, e.g.
Elder (1), and the current predictions are consistent with this knowledge.

For laminar natural convection heat transfer in vertical cavities MacGregor and
Emery (2) have presented correlations derived from both experimental work and



from numerical predictions.

From numerical computations MacGregor and Emery derived the equation:

Nuw =0.38 AR~* Raw* (38)

for Rayleigh number, Raw, greater than 10 , for a cavity with constant heat
flux at one vertical wall and isothermal boundary conditions at the opposite
wall. For similar boundary conditions MacGregor and Emery correlated their
experimental results by the equation:

Nuw = 0.42 A R "
3 Pr 0' 0 1 2 Ra w°'

2 5
 (39)

for 10^ < Ra < 107.
w

In equations (38) and (39), AR is the aspect ratio of the cavity (= H/W)
and Nuw and Raw are the Nusselt and Rayleigh numbers based on the cavity width
and the mean hot to cold face temperature difference. Equations (38) and (39) ape
approximately transformed into our current notation by making the following
assumptions:

i) the temperature at the top of a cavity is hot and close to that of the
hot vertical wall, while the temperature at the bottom is cold and close
to that of the cold vertical wall.

ii) the stratification in the cavity may be approximated by (T(l) - T(0))/H,
where H is the height of the cavity.

These assumptions then give:

Cr'Pr . Cr/r & fi

or

Ra -v (Gr+Pr).ARw

reducing correlations (38) and (39) to:

Nu % 0.38 (Gr+Pr) ' (42)

and Nu ̂  0.42 (Gr+Pr)°"2S (43)

which are in good agreement with the current prediction of equation (37).

8. EXTENSION INTO THE TURBULENT REGIME

For fully developed turbulent flow of an incompressible fluid in the channel
geometry the Navier-Stokes equations may be reduced to:

V ̂ J - P ^ <0v> = {& t pg (44)
dx



in which a Reynolds stress term appears in the equation.

In a similar way the energy equation becomes:

k
pCp

d < a T

dx (45)

It is normal to close these equations by modelling or approximating the cross-
correlations <uv> and <uT> with terms which depend on v and T only.

Typically

and

m dx

~x. _ -,2 dT dv
< u T > ' ]H dx ' Sx

(46)

(47)

in which a mixing length model is used as an example.

Equations (44) and (45) may then be'rewritten as:

dV _d_
dx+2 ' dx+

GrV (48)

where

and

TU+
M

d2T+

dv1

dx"

dx dx
T (TUh) = Pr v (49)

where

+2i

dx

dv"1

dx"1

Provided expressions are available for TUjJj and TU^ are available, it should be
possible to solve equations (48) and (49) by numerical rather than analytical
techniques, and allow predictions to be made for the effect of stratification
on turbulent mixed convection in channels.

9. CONCLUSION

9.1 Analytical solutions to the fully established-laminar flow equations in
channels and in high aspect ratio cavities with heat transfer have been
presented. Although various thermal boundary conditions can be synthesised,
the present analysis has concentrated on the symmetrically heated or cooled
channel, the asymmetrically cooled channel, and on the closed cavity problem
in which heat fluxes on the walls are equal and opposite. A limited comparison



of predictions from the analysis shows that predictions are in accord with
experimental observations. For example, the prediction of flow reversals in
stably stratified cavities, and prediction of the correct magnitude for
Nusselt numbers for laminar natural convection heat transfer across cavities
with a heated vertical wall and opposite cooled wall.

9.2 For unstably stratified fluid, especially when the Grashof number is
increased to large values, apparently unphysical behaviour is predicted. The
reason for this is that with the fluid unstably stratified thermal
perturbations from the vertical walls are sufficient to cause the fluid to
drive itself into situations which tend to stability. The imposed boundary
conditions, however, are such that this can never be attained. In these
situations the Nusselt number, based on the heat transfer rate from the
vertical walls can be insignificant and the parameter of true importance is
the heat transfer from the bottom to the top of the channel or cavity. This
sort of behaviour is seen experimentally when a fluid is heated from below and
cooled from above, the so-called Rayleigh-Benard cells are set up at relatively
low Grashof numbers, when the Grashof number is further increased these cells
break down to leave an irregular and random turbulent motion which carries
the heat from the bottom to the top.

9.3 The predictions presented in this paper refer to laminar flow but it is
known that as the Grashof number is increased the flow eventually becomes
turbulent. It is shown that the equations and model derived from them can be
modified to include a simple turbulence model, although predictions from such
an approach may be of limited accuracy.
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12. APPENDIX

VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS IN VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION EQUATIONS

1. Coupled Flow Solutions for Stable Stratification

Equations (16) and (18) give the velocity and temperature distributions in the
channel for the case when the stratification parameter S is positive. Taking

p = «in\,

q = cosX,

the coefficients AJL, iB,, C± and iDj_ are then given for the different relevant
boundary conditions as follows:

Temperature Gradients on both x+ = 0 and x+ = 1

Defining:

E = Grl dTl (0) and F = Grl < £ (1)
2X^ dx 2Xj dx+

then
1,1 2Xi •> 2X,

A - EeA1p(l l ^ *
1 " (-i+e

ZXl(2

iB _ EeX1(g(l-e2Xl) - 2 P)1 2 X V 2 X

+ pF(-l4e2Xl(2(l-fpg(l-e2Xl))-e2Xl)

(l-e2Xl)(-l+e
2Xl(2+4p2-e2Xl))

Cl = "Al

iDx = 2C1 + IB1 - F

2. Coupled Flow Solutions for Unstable Stratification

Equations (21) and (23) give the velocity and temperature distributions in the
channel for the case when the stratification parameter S is negative. Taking:

p = sinX-

cr = cosX.

the coefficients A2, B^, Cp and iD£ are then given for the different relevant
boundary conditions as follows:



Temperature Gradients on both x+ = 0 and x+ = 1

Defining:

then

K =
l l (Q) and L = l jl

Y2 dx+ \*2 dx+

A = K(l+e"X2(p-q))+L(e"
X2-q-P)

2 (4 - 2q(e X2 +
 X

B2 =

pK + A,(q - p -

(e 2 _ q _ p)

= "B2 - A2

— A R \JC
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THERMAL STRATIFICATION

Tadao Aoki (PNC-OEC)
Keizo Okada ( MHI )

I. INTRODUCTION

During steady state normal operation of FBR plant, the sodium pool

in the reactor upper plenum can expect a good mixing from the incoming

high temperature, thus low density, sodium with large inertia.

Upon normal reactor scram followed by flow coast-down, however, the low

temperature,inertia-losing sodium coming out of the core exit cannot

penetrate far enough into the high temperature sodium pool, leaving the sodium

in the plenum poorly mixed and thermally stratified.

When thermal stratification is present in the plenum, the structures

exposed to it may experience a large axial temperature gradient.

In order to evaluate the final design of MONJU reactor vessel, a rather

extensive efforts have been directed to the study of thermal stratification

in the upper plenum. Tests have been performed on 1/10 and 1/6 scale

models in sodium and reference tests in water on 1/10 scale model and 1/3

sector of full scale model. Along with the experimental study, analytical

work is currently in progress using multi-dimensional thermal hydraulic

analysis codes which will be described in the separate paper.

2. DESCRIPTION OF TEST MODELS

2.1 Sodium Test

The 1/10 and 1/6 scale MONJU upper plenum models consist of a reactor



core simulated by an orifice with tube bundle, a flow straightener plate

of the core exit, an upper core structure (UCS), an inner barrel (IB) and

a dip plate. The IB has 48 flow holes circumferentially in the lower

region and at the level of reactor exit nozzle. Fig.1 shows a 1/10

scale sodium model. The 1/10 scale model has a free surface but the

1/6 scale model has not.

Thermocouples are installed at such places as inlet pipe, exit pipe,

flow straightener, UCS, flow hole region and exit nozzle. Special

considerations are taken for the spacial measurements of temperature in

the plenum by installing thermocouples in the grids as shown in Fig.2.

These data are collected by computer operated data logging system.

Temperature fluctuation data are taken by analog data recorder.

These test models were installed in the general purpose test facilities at

PNC-OEC; 1/10 scale model in Small Thermal Transient Test Loop and 1/6 scale

model in Thermal Shock Test Loop.

2.2 Water Test

Water tests using 1/10 scale model and 1/3 sector full scale model were

performed to supplement sodium tests. A 1/10 scale water model of MHI is

similar to the same scale sodium model. A 1/3 sector full scale model was

constructed under PNC contract at TOSHIBA for the hydraulic study in and around

the upper core structure of the MONJU reactor vessel.

3. TEST CONDITIONS

Thermal transient conditions in which thermal stratification would occur

in MONJU reactor vessel upper plenum must be realized in the test.



3.1 MONJU Thermal Transient Conditions

Typical event under which thermal stratification could occur is a reactor

manual trip. Fig.3 shows the thermal transient at core exit produced by

this event in MONJU. The rated flow and temperature are respectively 5.17m/s

and 529°C

3.2 Similitude Considerations

When a small scale test model is to be used, proper scaling influence

must be taken into consideration in determining test conditions.

The analysis of governing equations of thermal stratification in the plenum

shows that flow is characterized primarily by. Richardson number (ratio of

buoyant/inertia! forces) and heat transfer by Peclet number defined as follows:

U2 & Q2-
v ? - _UL 4. 0

where U = core exit average flow velocity

L = core diameter *

Q = core exit flow rate (flow after coast-down)

g = gravitational acceleration

Af = net change of density of incoming fluid

f = fluid density

Pr = Prandtle number

CL - thermal diffusivity

Thus regardless of test fluid and scale size, plenum thermal stratifi-

cation can be simulated if the Ri and Pe of the two systems are matched.

In practice, however, it is not possible to satisfy both conditions

simultaneously. Therefore, in the present test program involving water

and sodium systems, Ri was selected as the dominant number to characterize

the phenomenon.

-IMS"-



For the measure of comparison between the data from different tests, the

relative Ri ( = Ri' : ratio of Ri of model/prototype at 1.0% coast-down

flow) was used,

3.3 Test Conditions

The test conditions were set up in such a way that Ri of models were

to be matched to that calculated from the MONJU reactor manual trip condition

after flow coast-down established (i.e. 10% of rated flow). The effect of

Ri was also studied by varying its value.

The test duration time was normalized so that t* defined below became

unity when the incoming fluid replaced the entire pool of fluid in the upper

plenum once. £*=J£

The maximum value of t* were 0.7 for 1/3 sector full scale water model and

3 for 1/6 scale sodium model. In case of 1/10 scale model tests,

both in water and sodium, t* can be taken as large as needed. It was found

in the sodium test with 1/6 scale model that the simulation of the short

transient period was irrelevant as to the study of slow thermal stratification

behavior.

4. Test Results

Some typical temperature data from sodium tests are introduced. Test

flow and temperature conditions at core exit are shown in Fig.4.

4.1 Axial Temperature Distribution

Fig.5 and 6 shows the axial temperature data from 1/6 scale model at

Ri'=3.54 and from 1/10 scale model at Ri'=0.83, respectively, both measured

along the axis near the IB. The effect of Ri' can be seen (i.e. the larger

Ri', the more liable to stratification), but the axial temperature gradient

is relatively mild. In case of Ri'=0.83, the rising speed of density



interface is large and almost constant along the axial direction, indicating

rapid dissipation of thermal stratification.

4.2 Temperature Change in Time

Fig.7 shows the temperature change in time at various points of interest

in the upper plenum obtained from 1/10 scale model test with Ri'=0.83.

The large temperature difference existing at early period does not last too

long and complete mixing can be expected before t* = 7.

4.3 Radial Temperature Distribution

The temperature contour lines obtained from the 1/10 scale model test

shown in Fig. 8 supports the statement made in 4.2.

4.4 Temperature Fluctuation

Maximum temperature fluctuation data were collected and shown in Fig.9.

These fluctuation occurred at early period of the test and died down quickly,

so that no serious problem of high cycle fatigue imposed upon the structure.

4.5 Thermal" Stratification Initiation

From the temperature contour line mapping such as shown in Fig.8;

judgement was made as to the presence of thermal stratification condition.

The results were plotted in the log-log graph of Ri' vs. normalized core exit

flow rate. As clearly seen from Fig.10, thermal stratification exists for

Ri' > 0.3 for all test cases. Therefore, it is expected that thermal

stratification exists in the MONJU upper plenum during the normal reactor

scram.



5. Comparison of Sodium and Water Test Data

In order to visually observe the thermal stratification phenomenon

and also to study the influence of fluid properties, a water test was

performed on the 1/10 scale plastic model at MHI and the results were compared

to those obtained from the same scale sodium model. Table 1 shows the test

parameters. Although Ri1 is set equal to that of sodium test, Pe is about

500 times larger, so that the water model is much more susceptible to thermal

stratification.

5.1 Visual Observation

Fig. 11 shows the drawing from visual observation of water test.

A. Normal Operation

Hot water discharging from the core impinges upon the IB, circulates in

the plenum while mixing with pool of water and goes out of the exit nozzle.

The flow from the IB flow holes ( Or ) is approximately 10% of the flow from

the core ( Q c ).

B. Thermal Stratification

( D Upon the stop of hot water and start of cold water flow, simulating

the normal reactor scram, the discharged cold water forms itself like a

mushroom over the core and slowly spread into the plenum.

(?) With time lapses, a relatively thick layer is formed dividing the plenum

pool horizontally into two zones, upper hot water zone and lower cold water

zone. This thick layer, possibly formed by mixing of hot and cold water

during the initial transients, rises slowly being pushed upward by cold

water like a piston. A part of cold water flowing through the flow holes

and hot water coming down the annul us forms thermal stratification at



exit nozzle. Qc increases as the stratified layer rising up.

(5)(4) When the stratified layer goes up and over the top of the IB, cold

water flows down along the IB and replaces hot water in the annular region.

Hot water in the annul us was observed to come up when this replacement is

going on. After the replacement is over and the annul us is filled with

cold water, thermal stratification at the exit nozzle disappears.

Qj also starts decreasing and eventually goes back to where it started.

The stratified layer (or density interface) having risen beyond IB gradually

loses its thickness since the cold water carries away the bottom portion of

the layer into the annulus, resulting in the sharp temperature gradient in

the axial direction.

5.2 Axial Temperature Distribution

Fig.12 shows the change of axial temperature distribution in time

obtained from water test. Apparent difference between water and sodium

is seen (c.f. Fig.6). With water, the long duration of very severe

temperature gradient in the axial direction is expected near the top of IB,

while with sodium, nothing of this sort is obtained

5.3 Rising Speed of Density Interface

In case of water, there are two distinct regions where rising speed of

density interface remarkably differs. In the region inside the IB, the

speed is about 2 mm/s, and in the region above, it is about 0.02 - 0.03 mm/s.

In case of sodium, there exists no sharp density interface, and the rising

speed is almost constant throughout, being about 1 mm/s.

-m-



6. Conclusion

Significant amount of experimental data were obtained from sodium and

water tests with different scale size models at various conditions.

Currently, analytical work is under way based on these data to clearify

the influence of scale size and fluid properties and possible mechanism to

describe the thermal stratification, specifically in the framework of MONJU

upper plenum design.
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Fig. 1 1/10 Scale Sodium Test Model ( PNC-OEC )
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ABSTRACT

The paper reviews work at Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories on the extent and

effects of buoyancy in the hot plenum of an LMFBR. It summarizes the experi-

mental, theoretical and numerical work which has been conducted to aid the

understanding of the complex transient flows which occur following a reactor

trip. The experimental work has been conducted in small-scale idealised

geometries which isolate the essential features of the reactor flows and is

not intended to provide detailed design data. An integral theory has been

devised to describe the thermal hydraulics of negatively-buoyant jets. The

predictions are shown to be in good agreement with the experimental results and

emphasize the need to correctly represent the inlet velocity and temperature

profiles. Some preliminary calculations with a transient, two-dimensional,

finite-element code are compared with the experimental results. These cal-

culations reproduce the overall features of the flows but not the details of

the stratified interface . The development of turbulence models for stratified

flows is seen as a fruitful area for further research.



NOMENCLATURE

B Non-dimensional buoyancy flux,B=f/f

C Concentration of chemical species[mol m ]

M Non-dimensional momentum, M=m/m

Pe Peclet number,Pe=RePr=uoX/ct

Pr Prandtl number, Pr= v/a

Pr Turbulent Prandtl number., the ratio of turbulent diffusivities of

momentum and heat

Re Reynolds number,Re = u l/v . x

o / p—P \ gx.
Ri Overall Richardson number,Ri =1 ) ~7

Ri Overall Richardson number for buoyant jet,Ri =( I TTT—
O O \ P f U*'

Ri Overall Richardson number based on bulk values for buoyant jet,

T Temperature, (°C)

U Centre-line velocity (U=U(z)), [ ms ]

V Non-dimensional volume flux, V = v/v

Z Non-dimensional penetration,Z=z/b

o

a Entrainment constant

b Width parameter for buoyant jet, viz.radius at which velocity

has fallen to 1/e of the centre-line value (b=b(z)), [m]
2 AD r 4 -31f Buoyancy flux,f=b Us-*-, [ m s J

po

g Gravitational acceleration, [ms ]

I Characteristic length scale [mj

m Momentum divided by po, m =b U , [m s J

r 2 Tp Pressure |.N/m I . .
+ . + / p p g x3 \
p Dimensionless pressure,p =( 7— 1

r Radius of buoyant jet, [mj

t Time, [s]

to Characteristic time for temperature change, [sj

t+ Dimensionless time, t = t/t

2,, 2, r -1"u Local velocity of jet, (u(z,r)=U(z)exp-r /b ),[ms ]

u Characteristic velocity, [ms ]
u.

u. Non-dimensionalized components of velocity,u. =—^etc, j=l,2,3

Volume flux, v =b2U, [m3s~1]



X.

x. Non-dimensionalized cartesian co-ordinates,x.= -j~,etc.; j=l,2,3
3 J *-

z Penetration distance from source, [ m ]
r 2 —1 T

a (Molecular) diffusivity of heat j.m s J

5.. Kronecker delta
1J r 2 -n
e Turbulent kinematic viscosity Lm s JT_T

8 Non-dimensionalized temperature, 9 = =—=—

f i

\ Relative spreading rate of density profile to velocity profile

v Kinematic viscosity, {_ m s J

p Local density, [kg m J

Ap Density difference along centre-line (Ap=p(z)-p ), [kg m j

Superscripts

— Mean(or bulk) value

+ Non-dimensionalized quantity

* Peak value

Subscripts

f Final state

i Initial state

o Reference quantity

t Turbulent quantity



1. INTRODUCTION

Liquid metal coolants are characterized by good heat transfer between

the bulk fluid and the surface of solid components immersed in the flow.

In an LMFBR, the rapid changes in temperature of the bulk flow which

arise during transient fault conditions can lead to significant thermal

shocks in components such as the above-core structure or the intermediate

heat exchangers. Hence, the prediction of the course of a thermal

transient as it propagates through the primary circuit is of importance

in the design and operation of the plant. Because of the complexity

of these unsteady,three-dimensional flows, it is not possible to calculate

the course of the transient from first principles and a combination of

numerical code calculations and scale-model tests is used. For economic

reasons,there is an incentive to use sub-scale models operating with fluids

such as air or water rather than sodium. In such cases, it is difficult to

ensure that there is exact dynamic and thermal similarity between the scale

model and the reactor. Consequently, the CEGB, Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories

has undertaken a research programme to examine the extent to which the strict

requirements for modelling can be relaxed whilst maintaining adequate

accuracy in the final predictions. The work reported here on buoyancy-

influenced flows is one aspect of this programme. The experiments have been

conducted in idealized geometries which isolate the essential features of

the flows in the plena. The aim is to elucidate the physical aspects of

the modelling of reactor flows and not to produce definitive design data.

2. THERMAL-HYDRAULICS OF A REACTOR TRIP

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a pool-type LMFBR. In the event of

a reactor trip,the heat generation rate in the fuel falls to 10% of the steady

running value in under 10s. The relatively low thermal capacity of the core

causes the temperature of the sodium leaving the sub—assemblies to fall by

150degC on a timescale which is short compared with the transit time for the

flow through the plenum. Thus the jet issuing into the hot plenum becomes

negatively buoyant, having a relative density difference (p-p )/p of

order 0.05. For small changes in density, the momentum and energy equations

can be written as,

I 3u. 3u. 3p _.„+ 3 / 1 s \ / 3u; 3ui \ . . , „ „ ,,.
L * ,,+_i = _ __ _ Rl9 + ' " " ) ( ' 1>J ' ' ( )

u t 3t+ J3x. 3xt 3xt\Re vRe/\ 3xT 3xt

where Ri9 = I — I —*- 6. _ and — — is a form of Strouhal number
l ' i3 u t

° °

, 1 3
i9 = I — I —*-

l p U '
\ ° / o



and
I 36+ 36+ 3 /l e 1 \ 36

u T ~ 3T++ uj3xT = H I Pi" + vie * Pr"I 3x7 * (2)

o o J j j \ t/ j

The first equation shows that the flows in the reactor can be simulated

if Ri8 and Re are modelled. The term Ri6 indicates the complication

which can arise, as buoyancy effects couple the velocity and temperature

fields. However, work at Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories (Freeman, Jones,

Morss and Szczepura,1982) has shown that away from a stratified interface

or a solid boundary,a fluid such as water is adequate for modelling the

temperature field. In a large LMFBR, the Richardson number is in the

range 0.5 to about 10 for trips from operating conditions where flow and

power are matched. Experience indicates that the requirement to model

the Reynolds number can often be relaxed to a considerable extent.

For example,when modelling plena flows well away from surfaces, a reduction
2

by a factor of 10 is typical. However, as much less was known about the

importance of the Richardson number,the experiments summarized below were

undertaken to examine the extent and effects of buoyancy in geometries

typical of those encountered in the hot plenum of an LMFBR.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

3.1 Experiments.

Experiments were conducted in two axisymmetric geometries. The first

test section (Geometry A, figure 2a) represented a reactor with a high

baffle and high inlets to the intermediate heat exchangers. This test-

section was an idealization of the volume below the baffle in figure 1.

The second test-section (Geometry B, figure 2b) represented a reactor

design with a low baffle and relatively low inlets to the intermediate heat

exchangers. For both geometries,there was no attempt to represent the

above-core structure or the free surface. The sizes of the test-sections

(about 0.02 reactor scale) were chosen to allow a compact facility with

turbulent flow for a wide range of Richardson numbers. In the experiments,

the transition to cold dense sodium was simulated by switching the flow

from pure water to brine. Observation of the flow pattern was achieved

either by flow visualization using a dye tracer or by introducing the

brine at a different temperature from that of the pure water. In this

latter case,the temperature field was monitored with an array of 1 mm

diameter,chromel/alumel thermocouples with exposed hot junctions having

response times of less than 50 ms. It can be inferred from the work of

Becker,Hottel and Williams (1967) that monitoring the transient temperature

field gave a good picture of the transient density variations. Flow was

measured to an accuracy of +2% by a rotameter downstream of the test-section

i.e. the Peclet and Reynolds numbers do not have to be modelled.



and the density of the brine was measured with hydrometers. Before

commencing the main experiments, tests were conducted to examine the

axisymmetry of the flow and temperature fields.

3.2 Results for Geometry A.

3.2.1 Flow Visualization Studies.

Flow visualization studies of transients with a negligible buoyancy

influence revealed that the main characteristic of the flow was a large

toroidal vortex occupying the upper two-thirds of test-section (figure 3a).

For transients with a large overall Richardson number (>5), the flow

became effectively one-dimensional with the initial dense jet not penetrating

far into the expansion before falling back (figure 3(b) and 3(c)). Subse-

quently, the flow advanced along the whole width of the test-section with a

well-defined interface between the undyed (pure water) and dyed (brine)

fluids. It was noticeable that there were a number of local instabilities

in the level of the stratified boundary as it advanced through the test-section.

3.2.2 Temperature Traces.

The above picture was amplified by a large number of thermocoupled

tests. A small sample of these is presented below. In order to establish

a basis for comparison which is independent of both the actual density

variations and the velocity of the flow,the results are plotted in the non-

dimensional form, (compare equation 2),

+ T-T. + tu
9 = i^T and £ - IT '

f i o

(N.B.Increasing 9+ implies an increase in density.)

Figure 4 (Ri =0.06) shows the traces from some of the centre-line thermocouples

for a transient where the influence of buoyancy was negligible. In contrast,

figure 5 shows a transient (Ri =0.12) where the effects of buoyancy were

significant. It can be seen that the dense jet did not advance much beyond

the height of thermocouple 14 before falling back. Figure 6 indicates that

some of the dense fluid was trapped in the main recirculation which was re-

established after the passage of the stratified front. In this geometry, the

critical Richardson number for the onset of buoyancy effects was of order 0.1.



3.3 Results for Geometry B.

3.3.1 Flow Visualization Studies.

The low baffle caused the core jet to be deflected into a cone which

impinged on the cylindrical wall in the vicinity of the simulated inlets

to the intermediate heat exchangers. For transients with a large Richard-

son number, a stratified boundary was formed near the inlet to the

intermediate heat exchangers. It was noted that the rate of advance of

the stratified boundary was significantly slower than that observed in

Geometry A.

3.3.2 Temperature Traces.

Figures 7 and 8 show the temperature traces from two vertical columns

of thermocouples. The collapse of the radial jet due to buoyancy effects

can be seen on trace 4 (figure 8) at t =9 followed by the formation of a

stratified front which advanced beyond the thermocouple at t =12. It

was found from a series of tests at various Richardson numbers that the

rate of advance of the stratified front was a strong function of the

Richardson number (figure 9).

4. INTEGRAL THEORY

4.1 Analysis.

For transients in Geometry A, the behaviour of the dense jet up to the.

time of formation of the stratified interface is amenable to a one-dimensional

analysis. This analysis makes recourse to the earlier work of Morton (1959)

and Yang (1977). The main assumptions are as follows:-

(i) The velocity profle at a given axial height, z, can be described by a

Gaussian distribution (figure 10),

u(z,r) = U(z)exp{-r2/b2|

and for the density difference,

p(z,r) = Ap(z)exp j-r A b } + p0.

The horizontal length scale, b = b(z) is thus the distance from the axis to

"the point at which the velocity has fallen to a value 1/e of that on the

axis. The constant, X, is introduced to allow for the difference in the

spreading rates for velocity and density (temperature).



(ii) The molecular diffucivities of momentum and heat are negligible

compared with the turbulent diffusivities.

(iii) That variations in the density are small compared with the

reference density p . This, the so-called Boussinesq approx-

imation, simplifies the mathematics as p can then be replaced by

p in all the terms except the buoyancy force and the equation of

state. The latter equation is assumed to be linear and takes the

form,

P -Po

or p - P()

if density differences arise from variations in temperature or

concentration of a miscible fluid respectively.

By invoking the boundary layer approximation and integrating in a plane

normal to the flow direction, the continuity, Navier-Stokes and enthalpy

(or concentration of chemical species) equations can be reduced to three

ordinary differential equations.

2abU (3a)

This set of coupled differential equations can be solved to yield the volume

(mass), momentum and density difference as a function of height up to the

point where the momentum first approaches zero. Beyond this point,the

equations no longer provide a good physical description of the thermal-

hydraulics of the buoyant jet, e.g.the boundary layer approximation and

the assumed velocity distribution no longer apply. To provide a general

solution,we will non-dimensionalise these equations following Yang (1977).

Set, v = b2U; v » b2U
' o o o

, 2 2 . 2TT2m = b U ; m = b U
' o o o
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We define the non-dimensional variables,

Z = z/b ; V = v/vo o

M = m/m ; B = f/fo o

Equations (3a), (b), (c) can be transformed to:

dV 0 1 ,. .
— » 2aM* (4a)
dZ

^ -4X2BVRi (4b)

dZ

^ = 0 (4c)
dZ

Ri is a Richardson number defined in terms of the centre-line valueso

at the outlet nozzle, viz.,

/Ap \gb
Mp/07-

 (5)

V o / o

The boundary conditions are:

V = M = B = 1 at Z = 0.

These equations are integrated to yield the height at which the momentum

becomes zero; the result is,

1

i _ f M I" * i - (1-M
572) • ll

Ri J 5X^Ri
o L o Jo

dM (6)

4.2 Comparison of the Analysis with Data from Geometry A.

The theory developed above shows that three initial conditions, the

rates of discharge of volume, momentum and buoyancy, characterize the

subsequent motion of a buoyant jet issuing from a source of finite dimensions,

In a practical case, it is necessary to relate the Gaussian profiles assumed

in the theory to the actual profiles obtaining in the experiment. For the

experiments in Geometry A, the velocity profile at the expansion plane



was peaked on the centre-line while the density profile was flat. It was

found that the initial (maximum) penetration was significantly greater than

the level at which the stratification first formed. This can be expected

as the fluid at the front was less dense than that which followed because of

diffusion in the direction of the streamlines and the finite rate of change

of density produced by the action of the valves. The present analysis

can be expected to predict the mean penetration z (see figure3c). There

were found to be small differences between the velocity profiles for the

two jet sizes (15 and 34 mm radius) but for the present purposes, we will

assume that one profile applies. The fluxes of volume, momentum (divided

by p ) and buoyancy can be evaluated from the velocity and density profiles

and equated to those for the Gaussian profiles. Hence, the relation between

the Richardson number defined by equation (5) and one based on the bulk
. 2

values for the experiment is found to be Ri = 0.16/1+A \ Ri , Figure 11
° 1 2 ; °

shows a comparison between the mean penetration \ \ / predicted by

equation (6) and the level at which stratification is first formed. The

values taken for the constants A. and a are 1.16 and 0.071 respectively.

These values are based on a survey by Turner (1973) of a number of experi-

ments on jets and plumes. It can be seen that the prediction lies below

the data, particularly for small penetration. Figure 3(c) shows that the

strong radial spreading takes place over a finite height, typically about

a local (undistorted) jet radius. As the data relate to the upper surface

of this radial flow, it can be expected that the level at which the

stratified front first forms should be equal to z plus half a local jet

radius. The radius of the jet increases rapidly as the momentum decreases,

so that the value for the radius is taken as that at the point for which the

initial momentum has (arbitrarily) decreased to 20%. This value provides

a fit for large Richardson numbers and occurs close to the maximum height.

The broken line of figure 11 shows the result. It can be seen that when

this allowance is made for the finite width of the strong radial flow, the

prediction is in good agreement with the data. Note that the radius,

velocity and density of the jet as a function of height can be derived by

numerical integration of equations (4) to yield V, M and B as a function of

Z. The width, velocity and density are then given by the relations:

o
V U M Ap B 1

>
b JM U V Ap V V

o o



5. FINITE-ELEMENT CODE MODELLING

5.1 Solution Method.

An axisymmetric code was used to solve the coupled form of the momentum

and energy equations (1 and 2). The code made a Galerkin finite-element

approximation to set up a spatially-discrete analogue of the equations.

Quadrilateral,8-noded,serendipity elements were used throughout, the pressure

and diffusivities being interpolated with C ' linear basis functions and the

velocities and temperature with C quadratic basis functions. Special

wall elements were used which supported normal derivatives of the variables

at wall nodes(and on the centre-line). These wall elements have a cubic

variation normal to the wall in both velocity and temperature and allow

boundary conditions involving normal derivatives to be satisfied directly.

This formulation can lead to continuity being poorly satisfied over the

elements and so an extra continuity constraint was imposed by the Penalty-

Augmented,Lagrangian-Multiplier (PALM) method. This method is a slight

modification of that described by Hutton and Smith (1981).

Several meshes with different levels of refinement were tried. These

ranged from a coarse 5x10 element mesh to a fine 7x18 element mesh. It

was concluded that a 5x15 element mesh was a reasonable compromise between

cost and accuracy with probable discretisation errors of a few percent.

The time-stepping method was implicit, completely stable and second-

order accurate. The method was a modification of that due to Gresho.

Lee,Sani and Stullick (1978). An explicit Adams-Bashforth (AB) formula

was used as a predictor and an implicit,trapesoid rule (TR) as the corrector.

The non-linear equations in the TR step were solved by a one-step Newton

method. The resulting linear equations were solved through Gaussian

elimination by a Frontal method. An automatic time-step selection algorithm

was used to keep the maximum error in the TR step to less than 0.1% at any

node.

5.2 Physical Modelling.

For this preliminary study, a prescribed eddy diffusivity model was

used. This turbulence model consisted of a plateau through the flow domain

with a linear ramp to the laminar value at the walls. A value for the plateau

of the form e/vRe = 0.0075 was derived from earlier work on steady, non-

buoyant flows in a similar geometry. The turbulent Prandtl number was taken

as 0.7. It was found that doubling the value of the plateau had little

effect on the prediction apart from a slight broadening of the mixing region

in the stratified boundary. Experimental data for the inlet velocity

profile were used and the velocity was set to zero at the walls. A simple



quadratic variation of the inlet density with time was assumed and the

walls of the model were taken as adiabatic.

5.3 Results.

5.3.1 Richardson number of 0.06.

Figure 12 gives the steady velocity field,where the main features

were found to agree with the flow visualization results. During the

transient,it was found that in spite of the small Richardson number,

the inlet jet was retarded by gravity and broadened. Consequently,the

strength of the main vortex decreased to about a quarter of the steady

value at t = 13. As the predicted velocity of the jet up the

centre-line and across the lid was too high,the transit time for the dense

fluid was in error.

5.3.2 Richardson number of 0.8.

In this case buoyancy effects were large enough to produce stratificat-

ion. Figures 13a and 13b show respectively the stream functions and density

contours at t = 8 . It can be seen from figure 13b that the spatial gradient

through the stratified layer is significantly greater at the centre-line than

that at greater radii. Figure 14 shows a comparison of the time histories.

It is found by experiment that the ramp rates at thermocouples 11 and 13 are

similar which is contrary to the predictions. The reduced gradients in

the predictions are attributable to the use of too high a value for the

diffusivity of heat and momentum in the vicinity of the stratified boundary.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Experiments.

For a large LMFBR, the Richardson number is in the range 0.5^Ri £10.

The experiments indicate that marked buoyancy effects can be expected for

such flow conditions. In Geometry A, the level at which the stratified

front is first formed is a strong function of the buoyancy but the subsequent

dynamics are relatively independent of Richardson number. However, the

tests in Geometry B indicate that the level at which the stratified front is

first formed is less sensitive to the value of the Richardson number but

the'rate of advance of the front varies considerably with this parameter.



The test data show that the temperature gradient across a stratified

front is steep and,hence, stratification of the flow may lead to a more

severe temperature transient for a component downstream of the core than

might be expected from the rate of change of temperature at the core

outlet. Since the maximum value of the temperature gradient across a

stratified front is limited by the molecular diffusion of heat,it may not

be possible to model this regime accurately with a simulant fluid such as

water.

6.2 Integral Theory.

Application of the integral theory to the results of the experiments

in Geometry A indicates that the level at which stratification is first

formed is adequately predicted provided that the fluxes of mass, momentum

and buoyancy at the source are correctly represented. This point is

important in the design of scale-model tests of buoyancy-influenced flows

in reactor plena. Similarity between the model and the reactor requires that

the velocity and temperature or concentration profiles at the inlet be

correctly represented as well as the Richardson number. The results from

the integral theory suggest that this requirement is likely to be of

practical importance.

6.3 Finite-Element Code Predictions of the Flow.

These preliminary calculations with a simple turbulence model reproduce

the main features of the flow. It is considered that the turbulence model

is the dominant source of error in the predictions. Better agreement for

the degree of stratification away from the centre-line might be achieved with

a modification to the turbulence model which reduces the diffusivities in

regions of high axial density gradients. Clearly, it is difficult to check

the operation of such a model for a transient flow and data for a flow with

a stationary stratified region would be preferable.
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HYDRODYNAMICS OF MIXER CHAMBERS IN

NUCLEAR-POWER SYSTEMS

A. N. Opanasenko and N. N. Shan 'gin UDC 621.039.52

It is usually assumed that there is complete mixing in the mixer chamber of a nuclear-power system
NPS and that the coolant is homogeneous at the exit. Experiment shows that the length should be not less than
4-5 times the diameter in order to equalize the distributions of the temperature, velocity, density, and pres-
sure over the cross section of the chamber. The size of the chambers is much less in real systems. In par-
ticular, the upper mixing chamber of a liquid-metal cooled fast reactor of integrated type has a vertical size
approximately equal to the diameter, and it is complicated in design.

The temperature differences at the inlet to the upper mixing chamber between the core and the lateral
shields may be as much as 150°C, which means that natural convection has a marked effect on the flow struc-
ture. Under these conditions, a developed turbulent flow requires that the inertia! forces are larger not only
than the viscous forces (Re » 1) but also larger than the uplift forces (Fr > 1), because the latter forces sup-
press the development of turbulence [1] when there is stable temperature stratification (Fr = M'Vg/JAtD, where
W is the average velocity; g, acceleration due to gravity; At, temperature difference at the inlet oi outlet; and
D, inlet diameter).

The differential equations describing mixed forced and natural convection show that the motion of the
coolant is determined by the numbers Re, Fr, and Pe [2], Experiments and calculations show that the self-
modeling state in Re is set up for Re > 103. This enables one to perform simulation on Fr and Pe and also en-
ables one to use water instead of a liquid metal in the experiments.
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Fig. 1. Coolant motion in a cylindrical and transparent model of a mixing chamber in the
steady state, with temperature inhomogeneity at the exit (a); steady state with isothermal
inlet and Fro u t < 0.2 (b) and in the transient state with temperature reduction at the inlet
and Fr = 0.1, Ho = 5 (ch 1) core; 2) side screens; 3) liquid exit from model; 4) central col-
umn; 5) cold region; 6) interface between thermally stratified regions; 7 and 8) moving and
stagnant regions in liquid.

Fig. 2. Dependence of the ihhomogeneity over the cross section of the chamber on the dis-
tance to the inlet for a relative flow rate through the side screens of 10 (1); 20 (2); and 24%
(3).

The value of Fr in the upper mixing chamber of a fast reactor is less than one in the nominal mode of
operation and especially in the dynamic mode. Therefore, the coolant is stratified in the mixing chamber. The
thermal stratification leads to hazardous thermal stresses in the body of the reactor and in the components, and
it complicates control. There are very few models that incorporate the effects of stratification on the structure
of free turbulent flows. There are virtually no data for pressurized turbulent stratified flows with nonfloating
segments in the flow part (as in the mixing chambers of NPS).

Here we use simplified experimental and mathematical models for the upper mixing chamber in the fast
reactor to examine the distributions of temperature and velocity in the steady-state and dynamic modes of oper-
ation. The observations on the structure of the motion were made with a horizontal cylindrical model of diam-
eter 185 mm and length 70 mm. Optical windows were set up at the ends of the chamber. Distilled water was
injected into the mixing chamber from below through a system of vertical channels heated-from outside by in-
dependent electrical heaters. The liquid entered the beat exchanger through horizontal tubes placed.in.the ver-
tical plane In the upper side part of the chamber. The observations were made by the shadow method with an



appropriate instrument. The temperature distributions were measured in vertical cylindrical models of diam~
eter 80-300 mm and relative height (1.2-5)D. At the inlet to such a mixing chamber there were hydraulic grids
of thickness h = 45 mm with a relative pitch of the holes of 1.2d and h/d = 20, or else a set of closely packed
rods of diameter 5 mm and height 50 mm. Hot water was supplied through the central zone of this grating to
simulate the exit from the core, while cold water was supplied through the peripheral zone representing the
exit from the lateral screens. The temperature nonuniformity at the inlet was constant (50°C). The liquid was
removed through a system of holes uniformly disposed around the perimeter of the chamber in the upper part.
Circulation was provided in the model by a centrifugal" pump. The temperature distribution was measured with
mobile Chromel-Copel microthermocouples. The measurements were made with Re > 104 and Fr = 1-10"3.

In the steady state, with the temperature nonuniformity, the mixing mechanism arose from the instability
of the initialshear surfaces between the flows of liquid differing in temperature, and this was closely associated
with the effects of the viscosity, thermal conductivity, and natural-convection forces. For Fr << 1, the slightly
heated peripheral channels showed circulation reversal. As Fr increased, the cold jets penetrated into the vol-
ume of the hotter coolant (Fig. la). The buoyancy forces then suppressed the motion in the vertical direction.
On the outside, the jets were surrounded by dome-shaped layers of liquid moving in the reverse direction. As
the jet rise height increased, the flow in this film became unstable, and it split up into individual vortex for-
mations. Therefore, a cold and almost isothermal zone arose above the peripheral zone in the mixing chamber.
The boundary between the cold and hot regions is unstable and is small in thickness and has a large temperature
gradient, and this substantially influences the structure of the flow. The liquid flows from the upper part of the
chamber along the walls and tends downwards, and it is reflected from the cold region and turns upwards,
pressing the main flow of coolant towards the center. The resulting macroscopic eddy has an elongated toroidal
form.

The mixing performance is dependent on the conditions at the inlet. The emergence of coolant through
the side windows in the heads of the fuel—pin systems tends to equalize the velocity distribution above the core.
This hinders penetration of the cold coolant from the periphery towards the center. Experiments were made on
models in which the coolant was injected through vertical circular holes in the heads of the assemblies (or
through vertical conically converging inserts), and this showed that the cold liquid from the periphery is ex-
tensively drawn in between the rising hot jets in the central region directly at the inlet. There is mlxingthrough-
out the cross section, and there is substantially less temperature inhomogeneity at the exit for an identical
chamber length.

Figure 2 shows how the relative temperature inhomogeneity over the cross section of the chamber is de-
pendent on the relative distance from the inlet for various ratios of the flow rates through the central and peri-
pheral zones. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the largest relative amplitude in temperature fluctuation in the
central part of the chamber. It is clear that the relative flow rate of cold coolant through the peripheral zone
substantially influences the homogeneity of the flow in the chamber.

The structure of the liquid motion in the chamber is also dependent on the conditions, at the outlet. The
temperature of the coolant entering the heat exchanger through the upper tap-off region falls when the lower
tap-off level is passed. Therefore, a constant temperature difference is set up between the average sections
of the heat exchanger between the upper and lower tap-off levels, and this for Frout < 0.2 leads to reverse
motion of the colder coolant through the lower tap-off region into the mixing chamber (Fig. lb).

The structure of the motion in the dynamic state (after temperature reduction at the inlet) is shown in
Fig. lc. The thermal stratification is characterized by the liquid being drawn into the chamber through the
upper outlet tubes from the heat exchanger, with formation of a stagnant hot zone in the upper part. The tem-
perature profiles over the height of the chamber (2J show that the liquid is practically isothermal in the upper
stagnant zone and in the lower convective region. The entire temperature difference between the stratified re-
gions, which is equal to the temperature change at the inlet, is localized in a narrow (5 < 1 mm) boundary layer
with a high temperature gradient. • Convective perturbations from the colder moving liquid cannot overcome the
density discontinuity at the boundary between the regions. Therefore, the heat transfer through the boundary
occurs mainly by thermal conduction. The heat transferred by the molecular mechanism through the boundary
from the stagnant zone is rapidly dispersed by turbulent eddies in the lower region, and this automatically
maintains a large temperature gx'adieiit at the boundary. Convective jets in the lower region may deform the
boundary, while the upper stagnant region may oscillate about its center of gravity. There are random temper-
ature fluctuations at the interface between the stratified regions, with a maximum temperature equal to half
the temperature difference between them. Experiments show that slow transitional states with Fr < 1.0 are
characterized by a gradual increase in the temperature difference between the stratified regions.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the distribution of the maximum relative amplitude of the pulsations
in the central part of the chamber on the distance to the inlet for relative flow rates of the
coolant through the side screen of 10 (1) and 24%.(2).

Fig. 4. Isotherms (left) and current lines (right) in the upper mixing chamber in the nomi-
nal state (a) (Fr = 1) and in the steady state (b) with reduced power (Fr = 0.1): 1) inlet; 2)
outlet; 3) central column.

Similar results were obtained for the structure of the motion in chambers with lateral input and tap-off
from above or below. Several convective zones were formed in the volume of the chamber in accordance with
the temperature inhomogeneity at the inlet, which differed in temperature, mode of mixing (laminar or tur-
bulent), and in temperature fluctuation. The overall temperature difference over the height of the chamber was
approximately equal to the temperature nonuniformity at the inlet.

The mathematical description of these mixing processes must be based on nonstationary three-dimen-
sional hydrodynamic models incorporating natural convection. In research on the flow macrostructure in a
mixing chamber, where the main interest attaches to the volumes, temperatures, and existence times of the
extensive stagnant zones of stratified liquid, it is best to use some constant effective values for the turbulent
viscosity. A model of this type has been used jn [2] for mixing chambers with relatively simple geometry. This
theoretical model was used in numerical calculations on various mixing chambers. Experimental checks showed
that the model describes the macrostructure of the flow well and predicts the stratification and the return flows
at the outlet.

We now consider examples of the steady-state mixing in a particular axially symmetrical mixing chamber
for a fast breeder reactor with a reduced tap-off height. The following boundary conditions were specified for
the inlet to the lower part of the chamber:

fortt=2.29

0 = 1 foe 0<£<0.f>2;
0 = 0 for O.G2<£<1

(1)

(2)

where u, B, and £ are the dimensionless velocity, temperature, and radial coordinate.

In the nominal mode of flow In this chamber (Fr « 1), natural convection had only a slight effect on the
structure of the motion (Fig. 4a). The eddy zones on both sides of the main flow arose from the geometry of the
mixing chamber. The maximum temperature difference in the exit section was 0.3. When the power was re-
duced, and correspondingly the coolant flow rate, the structure of the flow in the chamber was substantially



influenced by the natural convection (Fig. 4b). The hot jet of liquid is pressed upwards by the surrounding cold
one, and the vortex zone in the upper part of the chamber virtually vanishes, and the main volume of the cham-
ber is occupied by an extensive stagnant zone (vortex) formed by relatively cold liquid.

Natural convection influences the flow and produces a considerable increase in the horizontal temperature
gradients above the core. The pronounced stratification in the upper part is absent, which is due to the rela-
tively small size of the exit hole. The temperature distribution in the exit section then differs only slightly
from the distribution in the nominal state.
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THERMAL STRATIFICATION STUDY FOR THE MONJU UPPER PLENUM

CODE DEVELOPMENT AND COMPARISON WITH SODIUM EXPERIMENT

Tadao'AOKI (PNC-OEC)

Masami OZAWA (MAPI)

1. INTRODUCTION

Multi-dimensional thermal hydraulic analysis codes have been

developed for MONJU design purposes. These codes take an important role in

the thermal stratification study by linking experimental work and design

evaluation together. Since it is prohibitive to perform a full scale model

test in sodium, the results of small scale modal tests must be extrapolated-to

the scale of prototype with the help of these analytical code.

Before the computer codes can take a role of a good design tool,

it must be thoroughly verified by experimental data. In the thermal stratifi-

cation test program, therefore, code validation is taken up in parallel with

the experimental work. SKORT-II and THAUPR have been developed for the MONJU

thermal hydraulic design purpose by plant manufacturers under PNC contract ;

2 dimensional SKORT-II by MAPI and 3 dimensional THAUPR by TOSHIBA.

A similar code NAGARE developed by PNC has been used for experi-

mental works and also for cross check purpose of the above design codes.

2. ANALYSIS CODES

All the codes are somewhat similar, solving directly the momentum

and efiergy equations which govern the thermal hydraulic behavior of incom-

pressible, viscons fluid in single-phase flow, by finite difference method.

As for the treatment of turbulent mixing effect, all the code use

turbulent diffusivities (eu SM^ either a s constant values or as a function of

velocity. In addition, NAGARE offersi -6 model. Some of the features in compu-

tational technique, these codes can use unequal size mesh and automatic time

increment setting so as to reduce the computational time and to give assurance

of stability in solution.



3. COMPARISON WITH SODIUM EXPERIMENT

The test data of 1/6 scale model in sodium was compared with the

calculation by SKORT-II and cross-checked by NAGARE. Three typical data were

selected for this study. Test NO. 14 and 21 are thermal transient tests with

constant flow rate and Test NO. 19 is a thermal transient test with simulated

flow coast-down, as described in the paper presented in SESSION II. Analytical

mesh arrangement is shown in Fig. 1

Results of comparison of experimental data and analyses are shovn as follows :

1) Effects of e' and e u

M n
To evaluate the effect of turbulent parameters (eM, E ), analyses using

M n
e = E = 2000 for the high flow rate test (Test NO, 21) and using e,, = 100,
M n M

€„ = 0 for the low flow rate test (Test NO, 14) were carried out in parallel
n

with analyses using e =.E = 0 for each above test case. There is no signi-

ficant difference of temperature response at various points in the plenum and

at the outlet nozzle between the experimental data and results of the afore-

mentioned analysis cases as followings :

(1) TEST NQ. 14 : the low flow rate test

Two analysis cases ; (eM = 100, e = 0) and (eM = e u = 0)

M n M n

(2) TEST NO. 21 : the high flow rate test

Tv/o analysis cases ; ( e ..= e „ = 2000) and U.. - e „ = 0 )
m n M ri

These comparisons show that values o f e and e have negligivle effects on

temperature response in the plenum (See Fig. 2,3, 4)

In the following comparisons, therefore, the assumption o f ^ =. £ = 0 was

applied to the analytical modelling.

2) Comparison of analysis with experimental data for temperature change- in-time.

Fig. -2, 3, 4 and Fig. 5 show the temperature response at the outlet nozzle,

at the flow-hole of the inner barrel, at the middle part of the upper core

structure and the inner barrel, and near the top of the inner barrel in compa-

rison with the experimental data and analytical results.

The agreement between the experimental data and analytical results in all test

cases.

This shows that the SKORT-II code can accurately predict the thermal transient

at various flow rate conditions such as high and low flow rate conditions and

the varied flow rate condition.



3) Comparison of analysis with experimental data for axial temperature

distribution

If the stratification should occur in the plenum of this test model,

it was concluded from the experimental data, that the density interface

moved upward. In order to confirm this, the axial temperature distribu-

tion and time variation of it were compared.

Fig. 6 shows good agreement of the axial temperature distribution during

test transient time between experimental data and analytical results.

This agreement confirms that the SKORT-II code have the favorable capability

of the prediction of not only convection and buoyancy effects but also the

flow rate through flow holes of the inner barrel.

4. CONCLUSION

The sodium test data from the 1/6 scale model of MONJU upper

plenum were compared with the analytical results obtained by SKORT-II and

cross-checked by NAGARE. The results showed good agreements.

It was found that the analysis by codes without turbulence

effects taken into account could predict the thermal stratification in the

MONJU upper plenum.
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IAEA/IWGFR Specialists meeting on: thermal stratification in sodium

Numerical modelling of steady and unsteady
stratified flow. Basic study of turbulence modelling and

comparison with water experiments

P.L. VIOLLET E.D.F. Laboratoire National d'Hydraulique
6 quai Watier - 78400 CHATOU FRANCE

Abstract

For the accurate modelling of stratified flows inside LMFBR structures,
it is necessary to deal with the two following difficulties :

a) flow interaction with solid wall geometries (which way be complex)

b) turbulence modelling in buoyancy affected flows.

The retained solutions are as follows.

a) If the geometry is simple enough, it is possible to use a
two-dimensional computation. Rectilinear grids (program name
SBIRE-T) or arbitrary non orthogonal curvilinear grids (program
names BICOC & ULYSSE) may be used. The corresponding numerical
techniques are described in ref. 1 attached to the present
abstract.
If a three-dimensional computation is to be done, only rectilinear
grids are available at the present (program name TRIDI). In order
to deal with curved or complicated geometries, 3D finite-element
methods are under development (ref. 2 ) . This point will not be
discussed in the present contribution.

b) For turbulence modelling, standard or improved k- €. models are
used. These models have been tested from simple water experiments
with steady or unsteady stratified flows, mainly :

- steady two-layer flow with shear,
- unsteady flow in a U-shaped pipe.

A good agreement with experimental results has been found ( 1 ) .

References : 1 P.L. VIOLLET, J. GOUSSEBAILE. "On the modelling
of turbulent flows under strong buoyancy effects in
cavities with curved boundaries".
Int. Symp. on Refined Mod. of FLows. PARIS
Septembre 1982 - Presses ENPC

2 J .P . BENQUE, G. LABADIE, J. RONAT. "A finite
element method for Navier-Stokes equations coupled
with a temperature equation".
Int. Symp. on Refined Mod. of Flows. PARIS
Septembre 1982 - Presses ENPC
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Cette note decrit succinctement les me'thodes de differences finies qui ont
6t6 developpees pour le calcul bidimensionnei d'e'coulements non isothermes
dans des cavitSs presentant des frontieres courbes. L'algorithme utilise les
variables u, v, P ou u, v, V etdesmaillagescurvilignesnon orthogonaux
quelconques peuvent etre utilises. La simulation de turbulence a deux equa-
tions est testae pour le cas d'un 6coulement horizontal stratifie : le modele
k — I standard est compare au modele avec expressions alge"briques des flux
turbulents. Enfin, un exemple de courants de densite instationnaires dans
une tuyauterie en forme de U, pour lequel des resultats experimentaux sont
disponibles, est presente.
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ON THE MODELLING OF TURBULENT FLOWS UNDER STRONG

BUOYANCY EFFECTS IN CAVITIES WITH CURVED BOUNDARIES

P.L. VIOLLET J. GOUSSEBAILE

Research Engineers. EDF. Laboratoire National d'Hydraulique
6, quai Watier 78400 CHATOU - FRANCE

ABSTRACT

Finite-difference methods have been developped for the
two-dimensional computation of non-isothermal unsteady flows inside
cavities with curved boundaries. The algorithm uses either u, v, P
or u, v, \f/ formulations, and arbitrary non orthogonal curvilinear
grids may be used. The turbulence modelling is tested for the case
of a stratified two-layer flow with shear and the k - £* eddy vis-
cosity and algebraic-stress models are compared. An example of
unsteady density currents in a U-shaped pipe is given with compa-
rison, with experimental results.

1 - INTRODUCTION

The problem of the accurate modelling of non isothermal steady
or unsteady flows inside cavities whose boundaries may be curved, is of
great importance for the thermal-hydraulic analysis of industrial equip-
ments, as for instance liquid-metal cooled nuclear reactors.

If the solid walls geometry is simple enough, a,two-dimensional
numerical modelling may be used. The paper develops the corresponding
methods, focussing upon three points :

- finjLte-difference algorithm and use of curvilinear gri&ŝ  in order to deal
with curved boundaries ;

- turbulence modelling with application to a thermally stratified horizon-
tal shear flow ;

- application to a transient flow in a curved pipe.

2 - ALGORITHM AND NUMERICAL METHODS

2.1 - The basic equations to be solved

It is assumed that the relative density differences due to tem-
perature differences are small, so that the Boussinesq approximation can
be used. In another way, turbulent stresses and fluxes~are assumed to be
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to a modelling by eddy viscosity and diffusivity coefficients.
The equations of the basic problem, in the studied domainal with boundary
F, ajpfe thus written as follows, in an x£ (i = 1, 2, X2 being vertically
upward directed) cartesian system of coordinates, for simplicity of the
presentation :

(1)

f|-) - £ (T - T Q) 7 (2)

(3)

V is. the velocity vector, with components U£, P is the pressure difference
from an hydrostatic equilibrium defined by density Po and temperature To,
T is- thse temperature, and v& and Kg are effective (molecular + turbulent)
viscosity and diffusivity.

2.2 - Finite-difference algorithm and numerical methods

Let us consider the system (1) to (3), with appropriate bounda-
ry conditions, being solved using the time step $t.. All parameters uin, Tn,
are known at the time n S t and are to be computed at the time (n+1) St.

Following Chorin (1967), let us define the auxiliary variables
u-[ computed at an intermediate step by :

au.
(4)

The two components u. (i = 1,2) are thus given by solving two transport
equations, together with the temperature Tn+*, which is given by :

n+1 n , n , ;»Tn+1

u.
n 4X_ = -^ (K 12 ) (5)
j ax. dx> v e ax. ' v

In the solving of such transport equations .(4) and (5), the advection and
diffusion steps are separated and solved in a successive way. A classical
Gauss-Seidel method can be used for the diffusion terms, and the treatment
of the advective terms involves the method of characteristics (see Esposito,
1982) : the numerical diffusion is minimized by the use of, a third-order
interpolation, which falls to a first order interpolation in the presence
of a strong second derivative, in order to avoid overshoot.

UJ[, T been computed, the final values u. are related to

n+1 ~

with : - _ , du.
div Vn ' = — | j - = 0 (7)

At this stage of the solution, two methods can be used.

a) Pressure method. This method must be used if the knowledge of the pres-
sure field is important as a result of the computation. By substituting



u. from (6) into (7), it comes :

xT O x 2

This equation is solved using the following boundary condition :

dp
- 0 on

(8)

(9)

where n is the direction normal to the boundary.

The resulting velocity field V is deduced from equation (6).

b) Stream-function method. A natural solution of the continuity equation
(7) can be obtained through the use of a stream-function ty defined bv

n+1
1u

u~ dx

By taking the curl of equation (6), the pressure gradient disappears, and
it comes :

A f - - curl (u}, u2 (11)

with the Dirichlet boundary condition :

V' given on F , deduced from the knowledge of the velocity distri-
Dution on the boundary P•

In order to get accurate discretizations of equations (8) or (11),
the pressure, or stream function, are defined on a grid staggered with res-
pect to the grid upon which are defined u. and T, as shown below.

Ui, T grid

P, f grid

The problems related to the nine points accurate discretization
of (8) or (11) are discussed in Viollet, Benque, Goussebaile (1982). Because
of the difference in the boundary conditions, the solution of the stream-
function problem is easier than the one of the pressure problem. Thus, in
cases where the pressure is not looked for,as in the_ computational resulLs
reported in this paper, the stream-function method is preferred.

2.3 - Use of curvilinear coordinates

In problems which are confined by curved solid boundaries, non
orthogonal boundary - fitted coordinates are used, which allow an arbitrary
choice of the coordinate lines.

The equations in the real domain Xi (with boundary V ) , inside the
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y p . Plane (X], x 2), are transformed into similar equations defined in
a numerical domain XI , in a plane (£ ,17), with a boundary f1 which is cons-
tituted only of vertical and horizontal lines.

To each point (i,j) of the discretized do»ain SI is associated a
point X}(i,jj),X2(i,j) in Xi ; we assure therefore a discrete correspondance
betwefen XiandXi and we choose as curvilinear lines in SI the iso- £ and
iso- V lines. Then, the equations to be solved are transformed into £ ,77
variables, and are solved using the algorithm described above.

The different methods which allow to obtain a regular correspondan-
ce between Si and SI have been discussed by Goussebaile (1981).

The transformed equations to be solved are deduced by means of :

-^=*\ -k+rjixi -h <i2)
n + 1 There it comes, for the transport equation allowing to compute u.

and T (see equations (4) and (5)), for any unknown quantity G : 1

T ¥ + UtM+ U^"ff = dlV ("e grad G) <13)

wh«re u£ and u_are the components of the velocity in the (£ ,77) system of
coordinates :

u^ = u. C
* X Xi (14)
= u.

It must be noted that these components Uf and u^ are introcuded
here only as auxiliary variables for the treatment of the advective terms.
The main parameters in the computation remain the (u.,u?) components in the
physical plane (x1,x2).

The right-hand term in eq. (13) writes :

div <>. gradG) - ( ('^ +?l2) ̂ F (». |f) - ̂  V'^ * C^

Due to the velocity boundary donditions (see farther equations
(21)), the two components uj and U2 are coupled, and, for the solving of
the diffusion step, for N computational nodes, a system 0/ 2 N equations
(rather than two systems of N equations) is to be solved.

Equations (8) or (11) which allow to compute the. pressure or the
stream function are transformed in a very.similar way as for eq. (15).

3 - TURBULENCE MODELLING

3. 1 - The standard k-f model

The basic turbulence model used in the computations is the k- £
eddy visxosity model, in which the eddy visco"sity Vj. ( v& = v + Vj) and
eddy diffusivity % (Ke = K + K^) are related to the turbulent kinetic ener-
gy per unit of mass, k, and its dissipation rate, £ , by :

\ = CuKr (16)

k2

j- (17)



with :
' (C'T - ) B

(22)

with

and :

2 /, r P
A = -j (1 - 9

1 - C,

^ B

c,-.•£££ ' C + 1C1T + 2
2

; B = PgK:-

(23)

This idea has been used before by Hossain and Rodi (1980).

It is proposed in the present paper that equations (22) and (23)
be used in the eddy viscosity k- E model rather than the constant values
from table 1, for complex non isothermal flows. The buoyancy effets upon
turbulence, which are the strongest in horizontal stratified parts of the
flow., where the proposed model is identical to the algebraic-stress model,
could thus be expected to be better represented.

The empirical constants as used in this study are, from Rodi (1980)

Table 2

c l

2.2

C2

0.55

C1T

3.2

C2T

0.5

L T

1.6

3.3 - Study of an horizontal stratified shear flow

The test case which is studied is defined on figure 1. The in-
fluence of buoyancy is defined through the value of the reduced Froude
number :

free surface

o..

Figure 1 : Definition sketch of the stratified shear flow

Details of experimental results have been given by Viollet
(19-80). Two cases are studied :

(X ) stable case : T£ > Tj and uj - 2 u2
jfi) unstable case : T 2 < Tj and u£ = 2 uj



The transport equations which allow to compute k and £ are written
as follows :

dt + U.
1

= "5 (* <JZ1 £k) + P +
\ dx

with :

i i c

au. au. au.
P - v

J J

(18)

f 2 .
(19)

(20)

In the standard modelling (referred later as model a), the cons-
tants are, from Launder & Spalding (1975) :

Table 1

0.09 0.09

- k

1.

'e

1.3 1.44

%2 '

1.92

The choice of the constant C£3 is discussed farther.

The solid wall boundary conditions are deduced from wall functions:
2

a
an

k =

V . T =

2
U *

y + v
V . n = 0

u.

with u deduced from :

—» —»
V. r (Sn)

10.

U

(1 Log -^ S n + 5)

a

(21)

(arbitrary large value)

where r and n are tangentially and normally directed, with respect to the
boundary, unitary vectors, and Sn is the mesh size in the direction normal
to the boundary ; CC is the Karman constant.

3.2 - An extended k- f model

The classical extension, which enlarges the possibilities of the
k- £ model, is the use of algebraic-stress expressions (Rodi, 1980). Only two
transport equations are to be solved (eq. (18) and (19)) for k and £ , and
the turbulent stresses u'.ur. and u'.T' are directly obtained by means of
algebraic expressions.

For a complete 2 D elliptic computation, the use of this algebraic-
»ress model is difficult because an implicit treatment of the turbulent

diffusion terms (which was allowed by the eddy viscosity assumption) is no
longer possible. The idea of the present modelling is to use the algebraic-
stress model in order to get a better formulation of the eddy-viscosity k-£
model.

In the case of an horizontal shear flow, it tan be found that the
-lgebraic-stress model leads to the existence of eddy viscosity and eddy
diffusivity coefficients which may be expressed as equations (16) and (17),



Both k-£ models with constant Cu and Ci/-p trom table 1 (model a)
and with C^, and C^T computed from equation (22) and (23) (model b) are used.

The upstream boundary conditions are constant values for all para-
meters in each layer, with 1 : k = 3.3 10~3 u 2, £ - 1.35 10~3 u /h and 2 :

—3 2 — A ^
k = 3.3 10 U£ , f = 6.7 10 u2 /h . The free surface is represented by
symetry conditions.

In the stable case, both models a and b give satisfactory results,
compared to the experiment, for the reduction of turbulent mixing due to
buoyancy effets, if a value C£3 = 1 is choosen, which means that there is
no buoyancy effect inside the £ equation (19). This has been found before
by Launder (1975). For the extreme caseF = 0.9, a complete damping of tur-
bulence is observed, leading to a two-layer flow without interaction :
problems of numerical stability of the coupling between the velocity and
thermal fields have been encountered, and solved by means of iterations
inside a time step allowing to get an implicit treatment of all non linear
terms (advection and turbulence). The computed and measured vertical tem-
perature profiles are shown on fig. 2.

In the unstable case, the best results are obtained with Cg^ = 0
(same weight to P and <B in the £ -equation). The mixing predicted by the
model a is too slow ; the model b allows a better prediction of the fast
mixing caused by the unstable temperature gradient (see fig. 3).

4 - UNSTEADY DENSITY CURRENTS IN A U-SHAPED PIPE

The practical problem studied here is the flow following a 170°C
upstream thermal change in a 1 m diameter liquid-sodium pipe with mean
velocity 0.15 m/s. Experimental results, obtained on a 1/4 water scale
model allow comparisons with the computation.

The computation uses curvilinear coordinates (the nodes appear
on fig. 4), and the eddy viscosity k'-f model with constant CJJ. and Cjj^
(model a). The Cg^ constant is choosen as :

Cg3 = 1 if G < 0

C£3 = 0 if <G>0

The upstream boundary conditions are constant velocity uo, temperature
(with a law versus time from experiment), k = 3.10"^ vr and £ = 6.75.10""̂
3 o

(where D is the pipe diameter).
Figures 4 et 5 show, for the two cases of increase or decrease of

the upstream temperature, the computed velocity and temperature fields, and
wall computed and measured temperature, at one instant. The stratified flow
and density currents which are observed are well reproduced in the computa-
tion, with respect to experiment. The main deficiency of the two-dimensio-
nal computation is that the three-dimensional secondary currents in the
curves are not represented; More detailed results are given by Viollet (1982)

5 - CONCLUSION

Finite difference methods with fractional steps are used for the
computation of unsteady buoyancy - affetted flows in cavities. The use of
arbitrary non-orthogonal curvilinear grids allow to deal with complex or
curved, solid boundaries. Eddy viscosity k-£ model are used for turbulence!
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The study, as a test case, of an horizontal stably or unstably
stratified shear flow show that both eddy viscosity and algebraic-stress
k- £ models give good results in the stable situation, without buoyancy
term in the £ - equation. In the unstable situation, the € equation should
be written with the same weight to dynamic and buoyant production terms, and
the algebraic-stress model allows better prediction of the mixing than the
eddy-viscosity "model with constant values of CJJ, and C

The application of the numerical model to the appearance of
stratified flow and density currents in a U-shaped pipe show good ability
to predict complex strongly buoyancy influenced flows in curved geometries.
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1. MAIN ASSUMPTIONS

- NEWTONIAN FLUID

- INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW

- COUPLING BETWEEN TEMPERATURE AND MOMENTUM FIELDS
ACCORDING TO BOUSSINESQ APPROXIMATION

- 2D : INVARIANCE FOR A TRANSLATION OR A ROTATION

I

- CORDiNATES :
, CARTESIAN (WAPITI)
. CURVILINEAR ORTHOGONAL (REYCUR)



2. LOCAL EQUATIONS

. ENSEMBLE AVERAGE OF NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

REYNOLDS EQUATIONS

2.1. MEAN FIELDS

. CONTINUITY :

Vj W1 = 0

. MOMENTUM :

|£ + VK(W
KW! - w V - W V ) + V*p* = F1

F1 = - p T G1

. ENERGY :

- 9WK - OCVKT) - — = 0
P CP



2.2. TURBULENT FIELD

TURBULENT FLUXES V^W1 AND 0WK ARE MODELED WITH GRADIENT
LAWS (ANALOGY BETWEEN TURBULENT AND MOLECULAR TRANSPORT).

. MOMENTUM FLUX :

W V = | K 8IK -V T [v
-IWK + V KW r

. HEAT FLUX :

0wK = -oc
T

. DiFFUSIVITY ^ T AND OL ARE GIVEN BY DIMENSIONAL
ARGUMENT BY :

V = C u *-

TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY

K = J WXWj

AND ITS DISSIPATION RATE £ ARE ESTIMATED FROM THEIR
LOCAL BALANCES.



TRANSPORT OF THE TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY

K = DIFF(K) + ^ + ^ - £

: PRODUCTION BY THE MEAN SHEAR
! INTERACTION WITH THE MEAN FIELD

DIFF(K) : DIFFUSION OF K
6 : DISSIPATION RATE OF K

TRANSPORT OF THE DISSIPATION RATE

= DIFF(C) + Se

DIFF(G) : DIFFUSION OF 6

Sg : PRODUCTION-DESTRUCTION OF



3 . NUMERICAL METHOD

3 . 1 . CONTROL VOLUMES

(illllllllllll

•llllllllllllllftHWtt
A 2

VARIABLES' LOCATION :

. AQ : SCALAR VARIABLES : P*, T, K, €

, Ai : HORIZONTAL COMPONENT OF THE VELOCITY

. Ao : VERTICAL COMPONENT OF THE VELOCITY W



3.3. MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION :

THE 4 VELOCITIES IN THE CONTINUITY EQUATION ARE ELIMINATED
USING THE 4 MOMENTUM EQUATIONS.

*-• LINEAR SYSTEM FOR THE PRESSURES

AP = B

A POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRIX FUNCTION ONLY OF GEOMETRICAL QUANTITIES.
SOLVED BY CHOLESKY'S METHOD
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3,2, DiSCRETIZED EQUATIONS

. CONSERVATIVE FORM - LOCAL EQUATIONS INTEGRATED OVER THE
CONTROL VOLUMES

. TIME DISCRETIZATION :
- SCALAR EQUATIONS ARE EXPLICIT :

N+l N
= 0

- CONTINUITY ! IMPLICIT

v rw
l ( N + 1 ) = o

- MOMENTUM EQUATIONS : SEMI-IMPLICIT :

+ p6IT(N) + V1 P*(N+1) = 0
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Fig. 10 - Champ de vitesses au cours d'un transitoire choc chaud

Fig. 11 - Champ de temperatures au cours d'un transitoire choc chaud
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1. Introduction

In the design of fast reactors, it is necessary to ensure that
the reactor structure can withstand the stresses imposed upon
it. In particular, the structure must bear the thermal stresses
induced by both steady state and transient operation of the
reactor system. A knowledge of the temperature1 distribution,
both timewise and spacewise, throughout the system is therefore
required.

In order to determine such temperature distributions, CHAM Ltd
have developed , for the National Nuclear Corporation, a two
dimensional, finite difference code, VICSEN, capable of
calculating transient temperature fields in both solids and
turbulent fluids. The code can handle complex geometries and
a wide variety of boundary conditions.

A brief description of the code is given below followed by an
application of the programme to the determination of transient
velocities and temperatures in the hot plenum of CDFR (commercial
demonstration fast reactor) following a reactor trip.

For turbulent fluid flow calculations, the code utilises the
A.-6 turbulence model. Calculations are reported relating to
the form of the terms in the turbulence model dealing with
effects arising from buoyancy induced phenomena in the flow
field.

2. The VICSEN code

2.1 Basic fluid dynamic equations

The equations solved by the VICSEN code are essentially the
standard fluid dynamic equations in which the fluid density is
assumed to be constant. The code solves the equations in either
Cartesian or cylindrical polar coordinates, in two dimensions.
The equations, in tensor form are :

(a) continuity equation

1# K " ~f
(b) momentum equations

*
where X is the vertical coordinate and /> is the reduced pressure

P*- P+P3**

(c) energy equation

3.

In the above equati-ons the terms '/and \ are the effective kinematic
viscosity and thermal conductivity respectively. These 'effective'
values contain an allowance for turbulent effects as derived from
the k-6 turbulence model.



2.2 The turbulence model

The VICSEN code utilises the k-e turbulence model first
proposed by Harlow and Nakayama (Ref 1) and further developed
by Launder and Spalding (Ref 2). The model calculates a
turbulent contribution to the effective fluid kinematic
viscosity and thermal conductivity utilising the following
equations.

1 * cf>= <r <%
where "){ is the molecular fluid kinematic viscosity; Kxs the fluid
Prandtl number; ̂ i s a turbulent contribution to the effective
fluid kinematic viscosity, and 0" is a turbulent Prandtl number.

The term "*£ is calculated from

wherek is the turbulent kinetic energy and 6 the turbulent energy
dissipation term. The equation for/Jis.

in which P, the production of turbulent kinetic energy is given
by

5. P =1

and G, the term containing the effect of buoyancy forces on
turbulence production is given by

The equation for 6 is

h
7. r

The following values have been used in the calculations

Cj = 0.09 &t = 1.0

C, = 1.44 ff"K - 1.0

q = 1.92 ^ = 1.3

Cj= 1.0

2.3 Calculational method

The six non-linear partial differential equations are solved by
a slightly modified version of the SIMPLE method of Patenkar and
Spalding (Refs 3 and 4). The solution domain is divided by grid



lines into small rectangular cells. Finite-difference
equations are derived by integrating the differential
equations over the volume of a cell. To ensure numerical
stability, the momentum and continuity cells are offset
from each other. Up-wind differencing is used in the
evaluation of the convection terms in the equations. The
finite difference equations are solved iteratively by
means of a succession of line-by-line unidirectional sweeps
of the domain. After each sweep, the pressure correction
form of the continuity equation is solved for the whole
field. With some underrelaxation applied, good convergence
is achieved.

3. CDFR geometry and its representation in the VICSEN code

3.1 Geometrical layout

The hot plenum of a proposed design for CDFR is shown in a
simplified diagrammatical manner in Fig 1. Fluid issues
from the core, impinging on a low baffle, and is then
deflected into the hot plenum. The plenum is bounded by an
intermediate plenum; an above core structure (ACS); and an
inner vessel as shown. All of these boundaries are
effectively impermeable to fluid flow. The hot plenum, and
the intermediate plenum are pierced by a number of intermediate
heat exchangers. These permit fluid to be extracted from the
hot plenum at the IHX inlet level shown in Fig 1, this fluid
being rejected via the IHX outlets to the cold pool which lies
beneath the intermediate plenum.

3.2 VICSEN representation

The actual reactor geometry is obviously three dimensional.
A two dimensional, cylindrical polar coordinate representation
of the geometry for use with the VICSEN code is based upon the
configuration shown in Fig 1. The region of interest is bounded
by the baffle plate; the above core structure wall; the free
surface; the inner tank wall; the upper and side walls of the
intermediate plenum; and the core upper boundary together with
its extension towards the intermediate plenum. All boundaries
are impermeable to fluid flow except the core boundary,
through which flow enters the region. Flow is lost from the
region through a mass sink operative over the IHX inlet region.
This mass sink is assumed to be such that, in the actual three
dimensional case, the mass lost over the IHX inlet boundary is
uniform.

The area over which the flow is calculated is assumed to be an
open plenum, except in that portion of the pool covered by the
IHX's. In this region allowance has to be made for the portion
of the actual three dimensional pool not available for flow due
to blockage by the IHX's.



Calculations have been carried out using a comparatively-
fine finite-difference grid of 34 x 32 nodes, the layout of
the grid being as shown in Fig 2.

3.3 Boundary conditions

In the calculations all impermeable boundaries are assumed
to be adiabatic, and to exert no viscous drag on the fluid.
Past experience has shown that these assumptions have no
noticeable effect on the behaviour of the system.

Over the core region, the inlet velocity profile is as shown
in Fig 3 and the steady state inlet temperature profile as in
Fig 4. In the transient situation, the inlet temperatures
were decreased exponentially to 370 C with a decay time
constant of 2.16 sees. The inlet mass flow remained constant.

3.4 The turbulence model

The generation or destruction of turbulence due to the presence
of thermal gradients in thermally stratified situations is
dependent primarily upon the parameter G given in equation 6.
To investigate the effect of this parameter two full transient
cases have been run

(a) Case 1 : with the G term put to zero

(b) Case 2 : with the G term as given by equation

4. Results of calculations and comparison with experiment

Measurements have been made on a three dimensional 1/15 scale
water model of the system outlined above, using salt solution
techniques to simulate the injection of cold fluid into the hot
pool during a transient. Model tests have been carried out at
Richardson numbers equivalent to those appertaining in the
reactor situation. Using non-dimensionalisation theory,
reactor fluid velocities and temperatures during the transient
have been determined from measurements made on the model. These
velocities and temperatures are compared below with calculated
values.

4.1 Case 1

4.1.1 Steady state

Fig 5 shows the predicted streamlines for the steady state
situation; the streamline interval is 10% of the inlet mass
flow. The streamlines show a discontinuity at the IHX inlet
because the flow sink is away from the pool boundary. This
figure is to be compared with Fig 6 which shows a sketch of the
flow pattern observed in the 1/15 scale CDFR model. The flow



pattern shows similar features to those observed. The jet
from the inlet is deflected by the baffle and then by the
wall of. the intermediate plenum. It re-attaches to the
conical section of the ACS wall before reaching the free
surface.

Fig 7 shows the predicted radial velocity profile along a
vertical line at a radius of 5.78 m. This profile is
compared with measurements made in the model. Clearly the
velocities of the wall jets are underestimated in the
calculation and the width of the jets is overestimated.

4.1.2 Reactor trip transient

Figs 8 to 17 show the streamlines and isotherms at intervals
following the modelled reactor trip. The direction of
circulation of the flow in the pool is reversed at between
10 and 20 seconds after the trip, due to the negative
buoyancy of the incoming fluid. Eventually the circulation
virtually ceases due to the strong tendency for the fluid to
become stratified. Similar effects are seen in a video-
recording of the model in which the dense fluid is marked with
dye.

Fig 18 shows the variation of temperature with height at a
point behind the IHX's. Both predictions and measured values
are shown at a time of 110 sees. following the trip.

The predictions show a gradual increase of temperature with
height. The experiments and the video-recordings differ from
the predictions in that they indicate that a layer of warm
fluid, at a uniform temperature, overlies a layer of cool fluid
at a lower uniform temperature.

4.2 Case 2

The second set of calculations, including the effect of the G
term as outlined above, are almost identical with those for
Case 1 over the early portions of the transient. Only towards
the end of the transient do differences in the calculations
appear.

The velocity fields remain very similar to those of Case 1, but
differences are found in the temperature field. These are
illustrated in Fig 18 in which it can be seen that the inclusion
of the G term has resulted in the emergence of a layer of warm
fluid overlying a layer of cold fluid with much larger
temperature gradients at the interface between the layers. The
results of the calculations for Case 2 are in reasonable
agreement with the experimental data from the water model.



5. Conclusions

From the work reported above, it is concluded that the
suppression of turbulence in stratified flow due to adverse
temperature gradients is an important process. The process
enhances any tendency toward stratification, resulting in
more sharply defined stratified layers with appreciable
temperature gradients at the interface between layers.
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7. Nomenclature

Symbols I8

•v

t
f

fe.
P

T

Subscripts

coefficient of volumetric expansion

Kroneckers delta function

turbulent energy dissipation function

fluid effective thermal conductivity-

fluid effective kinematic viscosity

density

Prandtl number

turbulent Prandtl number

parameters used in the turbulence model
(see section 2.2)

specific heat

parameters used in the turbulence model
(see section 2.2)

acceleration due to gravity

generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to
buoyancy effects (equation 7)

turbulent kinetic energy

generation of turbulent kinetic energy

pressure

reduced pressure (see equation 2 et seq)

source term for the generation of mass

source term for the generation of momentum

source term for generation of heat

temperature

reference temperature

time

velocity

coordinate

refer to the coordinate directions •*, J

refers to the vertical coordinate direction along
which gravity acts

refers to molecular contributions to a quantity

refers to turbulent contributions to a quantity
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Stratification in SNR-300 outlet plenum.

In the inner outlet plenum of the SNR-300 (fig. 1) under steady

state conditions a large toroidal vortex is expected. The main flow passes

through the gap between dipplate and shield vessel to the outer annular

space. Only 3% of the flow pass the 24 emergency cooling holes, situated

in the shield vessel. The sodium leaves the reactor tank through the 3

symmetrically arranged outlet nozzles.

For a scram flow rates and temperatures are decreased simulta-

neously, so it is expected, that stratification occurs in the inner outlet

plenum. A measure of stratification effects is the Archimedes Number Ar

(Fig. 2), which is the relation of buoyancy forces (negative) to kinetic

energy. (The Archimedes Number is nearly identical with the Richardson

Number). For values A r ^ 1 stratification can occur.

Fig. 2 represents the time development of Ar for a normal

scram. This figure shows a very steep increase of Ar a few seconds after

a scram. For 20 sec Ar has already a value of 100 ! At 500 sec the maximum

value of 1000 is reached. Such high Archimedes Numbers make sure that stra-

tification occurs.

Under the assumption of stratification the code TIRE was deve-

loped, which is only applicable for the period of time after some 50 sec after

scram. This code serves for long term calculations. As the equations are very

simple, it is a very fast code which gives the possibility to calculate tran-

sients for some hours real time. This code mainly has to take into account the



pressure difference between inner plenum and outler annulus caused by

geodatic pressure. That force is in equilibrium with the pressure drop over

the gap and holes in the shield vessel.

For more detailed calculations of flow pattern and temperature

distribution the code MIX and INKO 2T are applied. MIX was developed and

validated at ANL, INKO 2T is a development of INTERATOM. INKO 2T is under

validation.

Mock up experiments were carried out with water to simulate

the transient behavior of the SNR-3OO outlet plenum. ( 1 : 4 scale model,

Fig. 3)- Fig- ¥ shows one of the transients.

Calculations with INKO 2T for steady state and the transient

are shown in Fig. Da - d for the flow pattern. The figures show that the

vortex near the shield vessel decays ; after 96 sec about 60% of the main

flow rate pass the emergency cooling holes. If we look at the corresponding

temperature distributions (4a - c) we can see, that after about 30 sec

stratification begins and is fully developed after 96 sec.

Results of measurements (Fig. fya - d) also prove that stratifi-

cation begins after about 30 sec. Measurements and detailed calculations show

that it is admissible to use the code TIRE for the long term calculations.

Calculations for a scram of the SNR-300 give a very similar

behavior. After 50 sec stratification has already occured (Fig. .£). The

temperature distribution looks a little bit more complicated as in the

case of water models. This is caused by a non-uniform temperature profile

at core outlet, but the global temperature pattern in the inner outlet

plenum is not very much influenced by this more complicated boundary

condition.

CONCLUSION

The results show that in the case of the SNR-300 and its scram

concept it is admissible to simplify the equations of thermal hydraulics for

long term calculations of scrams.



So very specific codes can be developed, which allow a high

speed computing of transients. With such a tool it is easy to carry out

parametric studies of the transient behavior of the reactor, to give a

better understanding of dynamical behavior.
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Exomple of Transients for Experimental Studies Fig. 4



Stromfunktion 2.0000-01 sec Fig. 5a



Stromfunktion 1.2000E+01 sec Fig. 5b



Stromfunktion 3A000E+O1sec Fig. 5c



Stromfunktion 9. 6000E+01 sec Fig. 5d



Temperaturf eld 1.2000E+01 sec Fig. 6a



Temperaturfeld 3.4000E+01 sec Fig. 6b



Temperaturfeld 9.6000E+01 sec Fig. 6c
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Temperature distribution in the inner outlet plenum Fig. 7c



Temperature distribution in the inner outlet plenum Fig. 7d
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THE USE OF WATER SCALE MODELS AND NUMERICAL MODELS FOR
PLENUMS AND PIPES LMFBR APPLIED STUDIES

P.L. VIOLLET EDF - Laboratoire National d'Hydraulique
6 quai Watier - 78400 CHATOU FRANCE

Abstract

The present contribution presents examples of application to LMFBR
stratified flows practical studies of experimental and computational tools.
Two examples are discussed.

1) The hot plenum of a pool-type LMFBR

The geometry being complicated, and because of the existence of
hydraulics problems, a scale-model is necessary. The typical
geometrical scale is l/8e. The models are connected to a HP 1000
computer, for piloting of the transients (which allows both flow rate
and temperature variations with respect to time), and data
acquisition. For the representation of density effects, salt and fresh
water are used, which allows to reach higher values of the Reynolds
number than hot and cold water.

A three-dimensional computation (program name TRIDI) has been
set-up, and has shown that the flow may be considered as roughly
two-dimensional (see ref. Cl3 ) , except close to and behind the
obstacles in the plenum which are the heat exchangers and primary
pumps. A turbulence model as well as wall functions (which allow a
good representation of wall friction phenomena) have recently been
introduced. Good quantitative agreement with experimental results
can be expected in a very close future. The typical grid size which
is presently used, for 1/4 of the plenum, is 30 x 30 x 40.

Two-dimensional computations (program name CORA) are extensively
used in project analysis. They do not allow to study local
three-dimensional phenomena (as the flow at the inlet of the heat
exchanges windows, for instance), but have proofed to be able to
represent the general flow pattern and temperature fields.
Examples of studied phenomena are :

- fast shut-down flows and appearance of stratifications (in
close connexion with the experimental study)

- natural convection flow or flow during residual power
evacuation

- non-isothermal phenomena during steady nominal situations
A typical grid size as presently used is 50 x 85.



Basic studies have shown that a two-dimensional computation with
curvilinear grids may reach very good accuracy for the modelling of
vnsteady density currents resulting from thermal transients at low
flow rates, which may lead to thermal stratifications.

Such numerical tools allow to represent the sodium conductivity
(which is not possible with water scale models), and are very
convenient for the study of complicated laws of inlet flows rate and
temperature with respect to time.

The computer program BICOC has been used for the
steam-generator-seeondary pump leg of Super-Phenix plant, for
several cases of hot transients with low final flow rates. A recently
developped program, called ULYSSE, allows now the study of the
connexion of pipes together, or of the connexion of pipes with
plenums.

Reference : ClJ P.ESPOSITO, D. TAILLIFET, P.L. VIOLLET
"Thermohydraulic study of large plena in fast
breaders reactors". SMIRT 6 PARIS Aug. 1981



Short outline of the computer codes

presently used for non isothermal flows in LMFBR

plenums and pipes

Name

SBIRE-T

CORA

BICOC

ULYSSE

TRIDI

2D or 3D

2D

Grid type

Rectilinear

Turbulence modelling

Standard or improved k-e
models - Computation of
variance of temperature
fluctuations possible

Same as SBIRE-T .: CORA is the name of the application of SBIRE-T
to the hot plenum of a pool-type LMFBR, including the modelling
of mass sources or sinks.

2D

2D

3D

Arbitrary non orthogonal
curvilinear, obtained from
the transformation of a
rectangle (1)

Arbitrary non orthogonal
curvilinear, obtained from
the transformation of a
domain which way be non
rectangular (2)

Rectilinear

Standard k-e model

Standard or improved k-e
models. Computation of
variance of temperature
fluctuations possible

Standard k-e model

T
Notes : (1)

(2) f
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THERMAL STRATIFICATION OP SODIUM IN THE BN 600
REACTOR

Obmelukhin J.A., Obukhov P.I.,. Rinejskij A. A.,
Sobolev V.A., Sherbakov S.I.

Abstract

The signs of thermal stratification of sodium in the BN 600
reactor upper plenum revealed by the analysis of standard tempe-
rature sensors' readings are defined. The initial conditions
for existence of different temperature sodium layers are given

Two approaches for realizing on a computer of equations des-
cribing sodium motion in the upper plenum of the reactor are
presented.

The BN 600 reactor put on power on April 8, 1980, operates as
a component of the third unit of Beloj arskad a nuclear plant named
after I.V. Kurchatov. Its rated thermal power of 1470 MW is trans-
ferred to three once-through modular steam generators producing
6,60 tons of steam per hour at 55O°C and 14 MPa each. The steam
generators supply with steam three turbogenerators of 220 MWe
unit power.

Reactor operation at 100% power in December 1981 was a result
of three succeeding power stages.

The first stage: reactor operation at 30% of rated power to
carry out field-adjustment and research work including adjusting
of steam generators' water chemistry and unit controllers.

The second stage: reactor operation at 40 - 70% of rated power
to continue the first stage efforts at elevated power, check
emergency condition algorithms, determine reactivity effects etc.

The third stage: reactor operation at 80% of rated power with
check of long-term equipment operation at rated circuit parameters.

The signs of thermal stratification of sodium in the upper re-
actor plenum appeared at the very beginning of reactor operation
on power. Differencies in thermocouples' readings (Pig. 1) were
noted in flow transition zone and at intermediate heat exchanger



(IHX) inlets. At 80% power the discrepency for the most of IHXs
amounted to approximately 20*0 and at 100$ power the difference
in readings of the thermocouples was reduced to 1O'C.

Thermocouples placed at IHX inlets had practically the same
readings at sodium temperature 250 - 300°G with reactor at iso-
thermal condition. During operation on power the thermocouples1

readings differed. Nonuniformity of thermal stratification roun<
the azimuthal ordinate is due to eccentricity of central rotatij
column (CRC), (Fig. 2).

The sodium temperatures near thermocouples* junctions locat*
in the flow transition zone and at IHX inlet differ from averag*
mixed sodium temperatures at reactor outlet. This is evidenced
"by the absence of balance of thermal powers calculated for the
three plant circuits.

The initial condition for existence of thermal stratificatic
of sodium in the BIT 600 reactor is a sodium temperature differex
at core, radial blankets * and storage fuel assemblies1 outlets.
At rated power operation the difference in sodium temperature s
fuel and blanket assemblies1 outlets is of 126 to 79°C depending
on time from the first start of the reactor. Sodium temperature
at storage fuel assemblies' outlets can differ from core outlet
temperature by 154 - 199*C

The great radial thermal gradient in the region of blankets
with no flow control through fuel assemblies hinders temperature
equalization and thereby does not allow to eliminate the source
of thermal stratification of sodium in the upper reactor plenum.

As the model experiments show [i] the considerable equali-
zation of temperature, velocity and pressure distributions in the
sodium flow occurs at distance of A- - 5 zone diameters. Such con-
ditions, however, are realized in no one BN type reactors.

Sodium temperature and velocity fields* investigations for
the upper reactor plenum were done analytically with the use of
computer. During the mathematical models development there were
used two approaches for computer realization of motion equations
in the form of Kavie -Stokes and energy equations.

The first mathematical approach used a set of dimensionless
equations in Boussinesq approximation in the variables: vorticity
flow function. The approach is commonly accepted and suggests



equations* discretization in a differential form.
The second approach used a mathematical model consisting

of fluid motion and energy equations for two-dimensional and
axtsymmetrical geometry of a region -under calculation in a con-
servative form. This suggested to use the integral motion equa-
tion in the form of energy conservation law of value £ , re-
presenting the vortex lines* volumic density:
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where f - fluid density, V - velocity vector, cf" - gravitati-
onal constant, jue« - equivalent viscosity with account of turbu-
lence, V, $ and r* - integration volume, its surface and
closed circuit limiting volume projection onto the solution
plane, respectively. Values in square brackets are upper ple-
num depth and space free for flow averaging. The averaging sign
above £ is set to differentiate volume-averaged value in 0 )
from a local one in (1).

Temperature distribution in fluid as well as in solid struc-
tural elements is determined at given boundary conditions through
solution of thermal energy balance equation :

I f p f J f ^ P (5)

where Ĉ  - heat capacity,T - temperature, Aeff - effective
thermal conductivity coefficient with account to turbulence,

- heat source (sink) volumetric density.
he nunwrreal solution of equation system (I) - (5) in terms

of correspcuiuxxig oorjidary conditions was carried out for four
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reactor upper plenum radial sections differing in the degree
of obstruction to sodium rise between the CRC and the tubes
of radial shielding (Pig. 2).

Calculations did not show the existence of a great tempera-
ture gradient at IHX inlet and of narrow transition zone of
convective interaction between cold and hot sodium. However,
the differencies in temperature and velocity fields for each
calculated sector suggests potential sodium interleakage
between the sectors so that the results of calculation obtained
in two-dimensional approximation can. be distorted to a consi-
derable extent.

The similar results were obtained with the use of the first
mathematical model with numerical integration of equations in
a differential form. The calculation was also carried out in
two-dimensional approximation but for one average reactor upper
plenum section.

For verification of thermal stratification pattern of sodium
in the BN 600 reactor upper plenum at steady-state power levels
at present is thought to undertake sodium temperature measure-
ments by nonr-standard multifunction thermocouples. The thermo-
couples will be inserted into penetrations provided in the re-
actor roof (principally into hermetic sheaths of standard thermo-
couples).

The start-up of EN 600 reactor showed the greater degree of
thermal stratification of sodium for the integral reactor prima-
ry equipment layout with mixing chambers of great volume.
Thereby the importance of present investigations of sodium stra-
tification is verified.
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Fig, 1, Thermocouples' Location Scheme in the Reactor
Vessel (Elevation View).

1. thermocouple at IHX inlet; 2. in-vessel thermocouple;
5. thttinocouple at IHX outlet.



Pig. 2. Thermocouples* Location Scheiae in the Reactor
Vessel (Cross-Sectional View)

- main circulating pump;
- high enrichment zone;
- low enrichment zone;
- central rotating column.
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ABSTRACT

The film has been made to describe the different methods of investigation for the

thermal-hydraulics studies in LMFBR.

After a short description of the different problems which may occur in a reactor

plant, we focus on a typical phenomenon : the interaction between a recirculation and a

stratification.

The selected geometry is a rectangular cavity and three different approaches are

performed : two experimental (in sodium and in water) and one numerical.

In the sodium experiment, the governing parameters are prototypic of reactor

conditions ; so this sodium experiment is a benchmark for the validation of other approaches

water mock-up and computer calculations.

The last part of the film presents some applied studies for the reactor. The three

methods of investigation which are at our disposal are illustrated by concrete examples.
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